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PROCEEDINGS OF

A DAY OF
COMMEMORATION
AND DEDICATION

• FINLEY C. GRISE HALL
• MARGIE HELM LIBRARY
• LAWRENCE W. WETHERBY
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
• BEMIS LAWRENCE HALL
• BARNES-CAMPBELL HALL
• RODES-HARLIN HALL
• CHARLES L. TAYLOR
AGR ICULTURAL CENTER
• HARDIN PLANETARI UM
• KELLY THOMPSON
COMPLEX FOR SCIENCE

AT

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY _
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1967

CEREMONY OF COMMEMORATION
AND DEDICATION
October 14, 1967
LAWN OF RODES-HARLIN, STATE, AND
TERRACE HALLS 10:00 A.M.
Presiding
Dr. Raymond L. Cravens, Vice President for Academic Affairs
ACADEMIC PROCESSION:
Pomp and Circumstance . .. . ................. .... ... . Elgar
Western Brass Ensemble, Mr. Bennie Beach, Director
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
INVOCATION . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. Ronald Nash
H ead, Department of Philosophy and Religio•n
MUSICAL NUMBER-The Lord's Praye r .. . . .... .. .... Malotte
Western Choir, Mr. Ohm Pauli, Director
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
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COMMEMORATORY STATEMENTS
Fin ley C. Grise H all
Dr. William M . Jenkins, D ean, Bowling Green
College of Commerce
Dr. Paul G. H atcher, Dean, Potter College of Liberal Arts
Margie Helm Library
Miss Sara Tyler, Director, Library Services
Miss Julia Neal, Director, Kentucky Library and Museum
Lawrence W. Wetherby Administration Bui lding
D r. John D . Min ton, D ean, Graduate School
Miss Georgia Bates, Assistant to the President
Bemis Lawrence Hall
Mr. Charles A. Keown, D ean of Student Affairs
Richard E. Thomas, Resident, Bemis Lawrence H all
Barnes-Campbell H all
Mr. Robert G. Cochran, D ean of Public Affairs and
Public Relations
Larry G. Patton and George C. Thompson,
Residents, Barnes-Campbell H all
Rodes-Harlin H all
Mrs. Mary F. Burt, D ean of Women
Connie Mays and Joyce Barnard, Residents, Rodes-Harlin H all
Charles L. Taylor Agricultu ra l Center
Dr. Tate C. Page, D ean, College of Education
Dr. H . L. Stephens, H ead, D epartment of Biology
H ardin Planetarium
Mr. John W . Sagabiel, D ean of Men
Mr. Walter Nalbach, Head, Department of Industrial Arts
Kelly Thompson Complex for Science
Dr. Marvin W. Russell , D ean, Ogden College of Science
and Technology
Mr. Herbert J. Smith, Acting Regent and Trustee,
Ogden College Estate
DEDICATORY STATEMENTS
Representing the Western Student Body
Mr. William E. Menser, President, Associated Students
Representing the Western Faculty
Dr. D onald W . Bailey, Department of Biology
Representing the Western Alumni
Dr. W . Burton Haley, President, Alumni Association
Representing the Western Board of Regents
D r. Harry M. Sparks, Chairman, Ex-Officio
COLLEGE HEIGHTS .. ...... ......... . . Mary Frances Bradley
Western Choir

INVOCATION BY DR. RONALD NASH,
HEAD, DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
AND RELIGION
Will you join me in prayer.
Our Father and our God, we wish to begin this ceremony
of dedication and commemoration by first expressing our
gratitude and our indebtedness to Thee.
We are grateful for all Thy blessings, but we thank Thee
especially on this day for the opportunities of service opportunities for serving Thee and for serving others; and
we thank Thee also today for those whom we honor and
for the service they have rendered to this institution.
Bless this occasion and grant that throughout the day,
and throughout each day of our lives, we may give Thee
the praise and honor due Thy name.
We ask these blessings through Jesus Christ, Thy Son.
Amen.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS BY
DR. RAYMOND L. CRAVENS,
VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Western Kentucky University is honored to have each
of you present for this significant day in its history, this
Day of Commemoration and Dedication, when we honor
eleven distinguished individuals and dedicate the buildings
which are named in their honor. I extend to all of you a
sincere welcome to Western on this historic occasion.
You, who are familiar with the progress made in Kentucky higher education during the last four years, acknowledge the indispensable leadership of our distinguished
Chief Executive, Governor Edward T. Breathitt. ladies and
gentlemen, will you join me in a special recognition and
expression of gratitude for our Governor who has honored
us with his presence today. Governor Edward T. Breathitt.
Governor Breathitt will address the luncheon for the
honorees and specially invited guests in the Student Center
at noon today.
At this time, we wish to recognize Western's other
prominent guests who are present for this occasion. T o
perform this pleasant role and to make other appropriate
remarks, I now introduce Western's Vice President for
Administrative Affairs and Dean of Business Affairs, Mr.
Dero G. Downing.

REMARKS BY MR. DERO G. DOWNING,
VICE PRESIDENT FOR
ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS
Dean Cravens, Governor Breathitt, distinguished honorees, ladies and gentlemen, and all who are seated on the
stage and who will be presented during the program:

It is my pleasure to recognize some of our special guests
seated in the audience. First, I would like to ask each
person introduced to rise and to remain standing in order
that we may present the group for recognition.
We are pleased to have the wives of some of the h o1:orees, and it is a pleasure to present them to you at this
time. Mrs . Finley C. Grise, Mrs. Lawrence W . Wetherby,
Mrs. H. Bemis Lawrence, Mrs. Sheridan C. Barnes, Mrs.
Don A. Campbell, and Mrs. Maxey B._ Harli~i,_ will y~u
please rise. Thank you . Will the audience JOtn me m
recognizing these people.
In the audience are the wives of certain members of th~
Board of Regents . Will you please rise as introduced and
remain standing until you have been presented. Mrs . Harry
M. Sparks, Mrs. Maxey B. Harlin, Mrs. W . Gerald Edds,
and Mrs. Hugh Poland. Thank you.
In the chairs between the flags, occupying special seats
of honor are the members of the families of the honorees .
We particularly want to present them to this audience and
ask that they stand to be recognized as a group: Will the
members of the families of the honorees please nse. Thank
you.

Perhaps you have already noticed that the printed program makes reference to the architects_ who ha".e wor~ed
with Western in designing and plannmg the nme bmldings to be dedicated today. Will these gentlem_en_ please
rise so that we can express to you our appreC1at1on for
your contribution.
Accompanying the Governor t_o t~e cam_p_us today are a
number of persons who are servmg m I?os1t~ons of responsibility in state government. If they will nse as th_ey are
introduced we would like to greet them . MISS CattJe Lou
Miller A;sistant to the Governor and Commissioner of
Public' Information; Mr. Field McChesney, Assistant to the
Governor and a Western graduate of whom we are extremely proud; Mr. William T. McConnell, C_h ief, Eng!neering Staff; Mr. Keith Ashby, _Chief A:ch1tect, _Engineering Staff; and Mr. John Spicer, Proiect Engmeer.
Thank you. We are pleased to have you.
Western is highly honored that so many distinguished
guests have favored us wit? their presenc~ to?ay_. _I only
wish that time would permit me to recognize md1v1dually
all of those who are deserving of recognition. I hope that
you will accept our ~incere th~nks, along with our best
wishes, for your commg on this memorable day.
Great inspiration has come to us from the unusually
large number of letters and telegrams received from Western alumni and friends throughout Kentucky and the
nation. Please permit me to read a letter which illustra_tes
the inspiration which _has come to ~estern and whJCh
symbolizes the loyalty, mterest, and spmt of all those who
are unable to be present.
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This letter comes from an alumnus who expresses regret
f? r being unable_ to be _present on this Day of Commemoration and Ded1cat10n. His letter concludes with "and so when
they start to ~ing 'College Heights,' think for a moment
of your old friend who once trod the sod with shoes worn
through the soles trying to find the truth." He enclosed the
follo~ing poem written by him and inspired by this
occas10n:
IN VERITATIS AMORE
(In the Love of Truth)
How loud is acclaim that rings
From hill to valley to hill again
To sound its paeans of praise and g lory,
Echoing resonant and resolute
To hail accomplishment absolute.
It rises on our city's western Hilltop
And reaches skyward as only the eagle
Can soar, wings spread, eyes fixed
On distant horizon, purpose to command.
It is a time to pause and exclaim,
A time to name, to count the deeds
Of those who teach and those who learn
Who did not falter but bore blame
'
Where blame was due others, with no regard
For credit or for fame, nor to change,
Or alter the record of attainment.
Write their names as bold they stand
In spirit, if not in body and heart: '
Grise, Helm, Wetherby, and Lawrence,
Barnes, Campbell, Rodes, Harlin, Taylor,
Thompson, devoted teacher, cherished son.
Acclaim, indeed, their honor by enrolling
Their names on graven keystones?
Far more, to engrave their spirits
And their hearts in touchstones
To the very stars that reach
Into the vastness of space.
Rather we should beseech,
Timeless, endless and eternal ,
Endear them face to face the truth to teach .

REMARKS BY DR. RAYMOND L. CRAVENS,
VICE PRESIDENT FOR
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Thank you, Mr. Downing.
01: this uniqu~ occasio?,_ we have the opportunity to
assoCJate l~adersh1p and v1s1on with physical evidence of
the dynamIC growth of this institution. No one can adequately measure the contributions which these distinguished
honorees have made to the University. This is true because
the fou1:da~ion which they _have established will support
the continuing progress of higher education as it makes its
indelible mark upon countless thousands of students who
will enter Western's halls of learning.
4

On this occasion, we want to express to the honorees our
formal appreciation. To express this individually, representatives of our academic faculty and administrative staff
will now make brief commemoratory statements. They will
be assisted in the recognition of the honorees by other
individuals from the Western faculty, staff, and student
body.
You may now wish to refer to your printed program of
the morning as we proceed with this portion of the ceremony. In each case, the individual program participant who
is listed first will make the commemoratory statement. We
will proceed at this time with these statements in the order
in which they appear in the program without formal introduction of the speakers by the presiding officer.

COMMEMORATORY STATEMENT
BY DR. WILLIAM M. JENKINS, DEAN,
BOWLING GREEN COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
Finley C. Grise Hall - Honoree: Dr. Finley C. Grise, Dean
Emeritus of the College

The magnificent five-story building which dominates
the below-the-hill area just off Sixteenth Street serves as
the temporary home of elements of the College of Education
and the permanent location of the Bowling Green College of
Commerce. Its merger with Western in 1963 reunited the
separate parts of Southern Normal School which originated
in Glasgow in 1874 and moved to Bowling Green in 1884.
The groundwork for this merger, which ended a sepa-ration of fifty-six years' duration, was laid by our honoree.
For it was the man for whom the building is being named
who established a cooperative program in Business Education between the Bowling Green Business University and
Western Kentucky State College in 1955.

It is indeed fitting that this splendid educational facility
should bear the name of the man who served Wes tern
faithfully for forty-six years, thirty-two years of which he
served as the only Dean of the College.
As one of the State's most respected college administrators, he was a member of the advisory committee on teacher
education of the Kentucky Council on Public Higher Education from its inception until his retirement. In this
position he played a key role in the development of a number of state-wide programs, curricula patterns, and accreditation standards.
Our honoree saw service under all three of the presidents
who have guid~d this institution. Partly because of his tenure - longer than that of any other Dean - but principally
for his qualities as a respected gentleman, an inspiring
teacher, and a highly capable administrator, the Board of
Regents of the University has honored him. I am pleased

to join with you and with my colleague, Dean Paul G .
Hatcher, in offering sincere and heartfelt congratulations
to Dean Emeritus Finley C. Grise.

COMMEMORATORY STATEMENT BY
MISS SARA TYLER, DIRECTOR
OF LIBRARY SERVICES
Margie Helm Library - H onoree: Miss Margie Helm,
Director Emeritm of Library Services

In the lobby of the Margie Helm Library, on the wall to
right of the entrance, is a decorative mural map of the
Western campus as of 1965. Inscribed in the lower right
corner are these words : "Back of the deed was the doer,
back of the doer, the dream ." Though applicable to all the
founders and builders of Western, the words are particularly applicable to Miss Margie Helm.
When Miss Helm was appointed to Western's library
staff in 1920, she brought to her new position the vision,
or dream, of the library as a vibrant learning center, housing a scholarly collection of materials to serve the needs of
the dynamic institution that Western would become.
Miss Helm was tireless in her efforts to make the dream
a reality. Building on the strong found~tion laid by her
predecessor, Miss Florence Ragland, Miss Helm, in a distinguished administration of forty-five years, initiated two
building programs for physical expansion, introduced library science courses into the college curriculum, and
promoted, in cooperation with others, the development of
the excellent research collection now housed in the Kentucky Library.
Being a true librarian, Miss Helm has contributed to the
profession at large by working and holding office in state,
regional, and national associations. Through her persistent
efforts the Third District Library Section, Kentucky Education Association, was organized.
Miss Helm was named co-honoree of the Rodes-Helm
Lecture Series in recognition of her constant interest in
cultural affairs on the campus. She has also found time to
serve in many church and civic capacities, thus enriching
not only the cultural life of the campus but also that of her
own community.
Perhaps a greater testament to our honoree is the affection and respect accorded her by students, librarians, and
others with whom she has been associated throughout her
career. These people are actively demonstrating the principles of the good life exemplified so eloquently by Miss
Helm both as a librarian and as a person.
I ask you to join Miss Julia Neal, Director, Kentucky
Library and Museum, and me in saluting Miss Margie
Helm as a distinguished librarian, a gracious la<ly, and our
valued friend.
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COMMEMORATORY STATEMENT BY
DR. JOHN D . MINTON,
DEAN OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
Lawrence W . Wetherb y Administration Building - H onoree: Th e H onorable Lawrence W . lVeth erby, Former
Governor of Kentuck y,- Attorney,- Legislator

It is quite fitting that the Administration Building at
Western Kentucky University be named in honor of an
administrator. History records that the Honorable ~awrence
W. Wetherby served his State well as a prog_ress1v~ ~ overnor,and many advancements were made durmg his fiveyear tenure in that office.
Immediately prior to his leaving office in 1955, ~ leading
Kentucky newspaper paid tribute to his accomplishments
and statesmanship when it editorially declared:
"Next week, Lawrence Wetherby leaves th~ Governor's office that he has held for the past five years.
He may do so with pride. For in the final summing
up, only violent partisans . . . can deny th_at_ he ~as
been a good Governor, and one whose admm1strat10n
has helped to advance the State and its people . . . .
The record is good, Lawrence Wetherby has left his
mark on Kentucky, and Kentucky is the better for
it . . . he leaves his house in good order and he may
feel a rightful pride as he turns toward other pursuits." ( Courier-! ottrnal, 12-9-5 5)
Since then Governor Wetherby has continued to dedicate
his life to the public service of his State by hi~ practic~ ~s
a lawyer, by his active participation in public and CIVIC
affairs, and at the present time as a ~em_ber of the Kentucky Senate, representing the 20th D1stnct of Kentucky.
As we pause to honor _h~m t~is mor_ni~g, it is highly
appropriate that the Admm1strat~on Bmldmg at_ Western
Kentucky University be named m honor of this proved
administrator and able statesman. The Lawrence W. Wetherby Administration Buildi~g. will stand as a monum~~t to
his accomplishments as administrator, statesman, and C1tizen.
Will you join with Miss Georgia Bates and me in this
recognition.

COMMEMORATORY STATEMENT BY
MR. CHARLES A. KEOWN,
DEAN OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
Bemis Lawrence Hall - H onoree: The Honorable H.
B emis Lawrence, Former Member, Western Board of
Regents,· Attorney

Bemis Lawrence established his first official relationship
with Western Kentucky University when he enrolled as
a freshman in the fall of 1932.
During his four years at Western,_ he fulf~lled the ?<:finition of the all-around student, earning special recognition
for superior academic achievements, establishing himself
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as an athlete of note by earning a regular berth on the
varsity basketball team, and emerging as one among his
contemporaries to whom others turned for direction and
leadership.
The prophet of the class of '36, had he been accurate,
would have foretold that this gentleman would become a
distinguished leader in civic and public affairs and that
one day he would serve hi s University as a member of the
Board of Regents.
Mr. Lawrence served as a member and Vice Chairman
of the Board of Regents for eleven years between 1955 and
1966. His service on the board, until his retirement in 1966,
parallels the administration of President Kelly Thompson
and represents the period of greatest growth and development in the history of the University.
The vision and the dedicated leadership of Bemis Lawrence enables us, and the generations that will follow, to
enj oy a greater University which is dedicated to the pursuit
of truth and knowledge and to the service of mankind.
Mr. Richard Thomas, ·representing the residents of Bemis
Lawrence Hall, and all of us, Mr. Lawrence, express to you
our sincere gratitude on this day of commemoration.

COMMEMORATORY STATEMENT BY
MR. ROBERT G. COCHRAN, DEAN,
PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC INFORMATION
Barnes-Campbell Hall-Honotees: Mr. Sheridan C. Barnes,
Former Membe,-, W estem Boatd of R egents; Instttance
Exemtive - M,-. Don A . Campbell, Fonner Membet,
W estem Boatd of Regents; Business and Civic Leade,I deem it a distinct pleasure and an honor to be allowed
the privilege of appearing on this platform today to pay
tribute to two of Kentucky's finest citizens who are great
and good friends of this University- Mr. Sheridan C.
Barnes of Elizabethtown and Mr. Don A. Campbell of
Lebanon.
A giant nine-story building, which provides excellent
housing facilities for 392 young men, is named in honor
of these two gentlemen. Located at the corner of l 7th
Street and Normal Drive, this imposing structure stands
as a monument to these men who, as members of the
Western Board of Regents, rendered significant, dedicated,
and far-reaching service to this University. It is good that
we pause here in these turbulent and swiftly-changing times,
on this Day of Commemoration and Dedication, to honor
these men who stand high among their peers, respected
and revered by all who know them.
Mr. Barnes is widely known throughout the Commonwealth as an honorable and capable insurance executive.
He does not hoard his valuable time and talents but shares
them generously wherever and whenever he can be of service to his fellowman. Ask anyone who has been allowed the
pleasure of knowing Mr. Barnes. He is always ready for
duty when his community, his state, or his nation calls upon
him.
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Mr. Campbell is a man of identical caliber. His contributions to society make a long and impressive list of accom plishments. He is never too busy to take on another assignment if the cause is a worthy one and will advance the
welfare of his people.
Mr. Barnes served on the Board of Regents from 1955
until 1958; Mr. Campbell served from 1955 until 1956.
Their efforts in Western's behalf while members of the
University's highest governing body were exemplary.
Western is proud of these two men and cherishes their
loyal support and friendship .
I want to thank Mr. Larry G . Patton and Mr. George
Thompson, residents of Barnes-Campbell Hall, for their
assistance in the formal recognition of Mr. Barnes and Mr.
Campbell.
We pledge to you that never will we falter or shirk in
our duties and obligati ons to this University, but we shall
ever strive mightily to follow the examples you have set
for us.

COMMEMORATORY STATEMENT BY
MRS. MARY F. BURT,
DEAN OF WOMEN
R odes-Harlin Hall- H onorees: Th e H onorable f ohn B .
Rodes, Former Member, W estern B oa,-d of R egents; Disting11ished f tttist - Th e H onorable Max B. Harlin; Disting11ished Attorney (D eceased) ; Father of Maxey B. Harlin
It is my sincere pleasure on this Day of Commemoration
and Dedication to make a few remarks about Rodes-Harlin
Residence Hall and the two men for whom the building
is named.
This beautiful new structure accommodates four-hundred
women, and its brick, concrete, and steel symbolize the
strength of character and the manliness of the distinguished
gentlemen in whose lasting memory it is designated . It is our
wish that this building represent the courage manifested
in the lives of Judge John B. Rodes and of the late Mr.
Max B. Harlin.
It is fitting and proper that a building on the Western
campus be named for these outstanding citizens. Both men
served as members of the Board of Regents. Judge Rodes
was also a trustee of Ogden College.
The honorable Max B. Harlin moved to Bowling Green
with his parents from Clay County, Tennessee, when he
was three years of age. He grew up in this vicinity and
was educated in the Warren County schools. Later, Mr.
Harlin was admitted to the bar and was a respected attorney
in Bowling Green for many years prior to his death.
During his law career, Mr. Harlin became associated with
Judge Rodes and Judge Robert Coleman, Jr. Later, he
formed a partnership with his son, Mr. Maxey B. Harlin,
who is currently a member of the Western Board of
Regents .
9

Judge John B. Rodes is one of the most distinguished
jurists in the South . A native of Bowling Green, he was
graduated from Ogden College and was awarded the Bachelor of Laws degree by the University of Virginia,.
Judge Rodes served as mayor of Bowling Green and as
President of the Kentucky Bar Association. He became
Warren Circuit Judge, serving in this capacity with distinction for a number of years.
Judge Rodes was named "Kentucky's Outstanding Circuit Judge" by the Kentucky Bar Associatfon, and he received the Silver Keystone Award from the National Boys'
Clubs of America for outstanding service in establishing
the Bowling Green Boys' Club.
The Rodes-Helm Lecture Series, which brings nationallyrecognized speakers to the Western campus, is named in
his honor.
Judge Rodes and Mr. Harlin deserve the respect and the
admiration of all. Their lives are such that our youth today
can admire and emulate them . For their tireless efforts,
and for their unfading loyalty and devotion to their community and to Western, we pause to allow Miss Connie
Mayes and Miss Joyce Bernard to give congratulations in
token of the high esteem in which these men are held.

COMMEMORATORY STATEMENT BY
DR. TA TE C. PAGE, DEAN,
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Charles L. T aylor A grim ltural Center- H onoree : M r.
Charles L. T aylor, H ead of IV estern' s Department of A grimlture, 1942-1958 (Deceased)
The Charles L. Taylor Agricultural Center is being dedicated as a material symbol of the impact of a man on the
lives of others.
In commemorating Charles L. Taylor it is well to remember the qualities of character he reflected to those of us who
knew him. In tribute to him, I have composed this poem:
He was a fine Christian gentleman,
A devoted family man,
A good neighbor
And a concerned citizen.
He was honest and fair in his relationships
with his fellow man.
Charles L. Taylor, the teacher and leader,
Was a dedicated professional,
A concerned conservationist,
A humanitarian,
A fine teacher,
And a responsible department head.
He was deeply concerned about the welfare of his
students.
Inherent honesty and deep sincerity were the
foundations on which he built a dedicated life.
He was a man who left all better for having
known him.
10

Mrs. Taylor, it is fitting that your husband live in the
hearts of men and in the symbolic Charles L. T aylor Agriculture Center.

COMMEMORATORY STATEMENT BY
MR. JOHN W. SAGABIEL,
DEAN OF MEN
Hardin Planetarium - H onoree: Mr. Hardin Cherry
Thomp son, IV estern Student whose death ocmrred October
5, 1963, during his senior year. Son of President and Mrs .
Kelly Thompson

The future "excitement for learning" is uniquely expressed
in the Hardin Planetarium on the campus of Western Kentucky University. The luster of her academics is enriched
by this major addition.
With this facility the young citizens of Kentucky can
explore the heavens and discover the mysteries of the universe. A brief description of this planetarium is found in
your program.
The planetarium is dedicated to the memory of Hardin
Cherry Thompson. Hardin, from the day he came into the
world, was at home on this hilltop campus. Its shaded lawns
and winding paths became his playground. The beautiful
slope of the Ogden campus, where the Hardin Planetarium
stands, echoed only yesterday with the voices and merriment
of Hardin and his young friends as they enjoyed a winter
afternoon of sleigh riding.
As a university student, the classrooms and laboratories
became for him a place of excitement and discovery.
In his senior year, he was chosen by the faculty and his
fellow-students to be among those representing his university in Wh o's Wh o Among Students in American Colleges
and Universities. His unfailing courage in the face of adversity is an inspiration to all. His exemplary life is a testament to a loving mother and father and to a happy family.
It is written in Psalms 19 : 1: "The heavens declare the
glory of God; and the firmament sheweth his handywork."
Professor Walter Nalbach joins me on this occasion in
dedicating this beautiful planetarium to the memory of our
good friend, Hardin Cherry Thompson.

COMMEMORATORY STATEMENT BY
DR. MARVIN W. RUSSELL, DEAN,
OGDEN COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY
K elly Thompson Complex for Science- Honoree: Dr.
K elly Thompson, President, IV estern Kentucky University

"From the inspiration of what is, and has been, let us
dream and create what can be - a continuously improving,
achieving, generating Western Kentucky University." This
statement was made in a recent address by a man who has
11

lived "what is " and "what has been" at Western over a
longer span of time than either of Western's former
presidents.
In recognition of his leadership and his many contributions to progress in education, the Board of Regents, in
1961 , named the new science building in honor of President Kelly Thompson.
Today, symbolic of the dynamic, healthy activities of
creating, improving, achieving, and generating that have
continued at Western since the dedication of the original
science hall, the Kelly Thompson Complex for Science is
ready for service to students, scholars, and the community.
Who among us can know what historians of the future
will say, or indeed, should say, about higher education and
its scholars and leaders in our era?
Yet who would deny, either now or in the future, the
truth of the style of thought and action appropriate to these
times and to this place that has guided the development of
this institution of higher learning through demanding years
of growth and change ? The graduation of the present senior
class at Western will have a special significance for our
honoree. By next June, more college degrees will have been
granted by Western since Dr. Thompson was appointed
President in 1955 than in Western's entire previous history.
In the realm of "what is" and "what can be," students,
faculty, and citizens who engage in the pursuit of truth
and knowledge in the environs of the science complex on
the Ogden Campus will be reminded by the name on the
building of the importance of sincerity of purpose, fairness
and honesty, kindness and courage, sympathy and generosity, imagination and sensitivity; of duty and responsibility;
of forthright leadership in the face of adversity; of solidarity and strength in defense of values and the dignity of
the individual; and of plasticity and foresight in the face
of inevitable or needed transitions in our patterns of human
activity. ·
Such a combination of values in conjunction with the
significant progress in learning and teaching should lend
credence to the thought that in the "what can be," perhaps
some poet of the future will say, as did Ralph Waldo
Emerson in commenting about the great cathedrals of Europe
- "They builded better than they knew; the conscious
stone to beauty grew."
Let us all join Mr. Herbert J. Smith, Acting Regent and
Trustee of the Ogden College Estate, in congratulating
President Kelly Thompson.

DEDICATORY STATEMENT BY
MR. WILLIAM E. MENSER, PRESIDENT,
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
It is often easier, and sometimes more popular, to remember the bad qualities of an organization, of a piece of
machinery, or of even an individual. Today when we read
about college students and student governments, what quali12

ties do we find repeated and emphasized time and time
again? One merely needs a radio, a television set, or the
ability to read to tell you that the qualities emphasized are
the rebellious nature, the lack of appreciation, the demonstrations, the aimlessness, the immoral dress, the continuous
search for more power and freedom, and the apparent
inherent desire to be totally anti-administration.
But we, at Western, possess another side that is often
overlooked, overlooked perhaps intentionally, for the criteria used by most newswriters do not include the unexciting points on their preference sheet. This "other side"
consists of qualities that are overshadowed by the sensationalism of the rebellion of a minority of individuals who,
according to many adults, represent a stereotype for all
student thinking and ideals.
And sometimes we are known as the generation of the
"silver spoon," the generation who has supposedly had
everything given to it, appearing at the right time on the
chronological scale to reap the fruits of years and years of
sacrifice and labor - the cold, self-centered, and pseudoindependent generation which observes an end product and
sees it as if it had always been there.
Today, I have the honor and the opportunity to correct
this fallacy, to speak for the 10,197 students at Western,
presenting a glimpse of the other side, the unpublicized
side, the side of the majority, and to tell you that the
alleged barriers between student bodies and administrations
are not here today. I want to tell you that we are a sensitive generation, the we do have non-materialistic values,
that the ageless and intangible principles in which you have
so long believed are also believed by us; that our hopes,
ideals, and aspirations compare favorably with those of past
generations; that we are not gluttons ; and that we do appreciate the sacrifices of others. For we are very much aware
that these structures which are being dedicated today did not
just happen; they are the products of many persons who
have given unselfishly to us and to Western.
On behalf of past and present Western students who
are victims of some twisted philosophy; on behalf of those
who desire to say "thank you" but are forced to refrain
from doing so, I say, "Thank you." Thank you for being
genuinely concerned about students; for wanting the best
for us; for dedicating your lives to service; for sacrificing,
for dreaming, for praying; and, especially, just for caring.
Today we accept these nine structures as symbolic landmarks
of that dedication and concern, hoping that you will realize
it is not like trusting a beautiful flower garden to a gardener who does not or cannot appreciate the beauty of
flowers.
It is truly a rare occasion when students have the opportunity to express publicly their feeling, to have the honor
of becoming the recipients of years of planning and working. Thus, may I urge that the next time you think of the
student body at Western Kentucky University, you remem13

ber its other side, its unpublicized side, the side of the
majority! Remember that we took time from our busy lives
one Saturday morning to say sincerely, "Thank you," and to
tell you that those things which you value also mean much
to us, and to assure you that your interest in us has given
us a new interest in ourselves.

DEDICATORY STATEMENT BY
DR. DONALD W. BAILEY,
PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
It is entirely fitting that this faculty, which I represent,
be reminded that every new classroom and every new
building brings with it a new set of responsibilities and a
new door to progress. It is well to be conscious of these
responsibilities, because they, in turn, remind us that the
most basic of all responsibilities for a faculty member is to
follow untiringly a quest for truth.
I mention this basic quest for truth in the academic
profession because it is this very characteristic in the college
professor which is pertinent to this day of dedication and
to the future use of these buildings. The faculty member
is in this vocation and in this place because his search for
truth may bear fruit here, in the University and in these
buildings, which have been built in part to, provide a place
for him to advance his search for truth.
The faculty member has learned in his search for truth
that everything is possible. He knows enough to know
what he does not know, but he also knows enough to know
that he can know. All barriers and limitations will be overcome when, with such adequate facilities, we have the vision
to accept the challenge. The college professor is dedicated
to this conviction.

Do not fear that the faculty will not rise to a level fitting
for this generation, these days, and this occasion; but, instead, be assured that, with the help of God, we are dedicated without reservation to serve faithfully in the endless
pursuit of truth.

DEDICATORY STATEMENT BY
DR. W. BURTON HALEY, PRESIDENT,
WESTERN ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
I am here to represent several thousand loyal alumni
of Western, and on this occasion I am honored by being
allowed to say a few words in their behalf. These structures
being dedicated today, like many changes since we were
young, represent progress. I cannot say that they represent
success, for success is not arriving at a summit of a mountain
as a final destination. It is a continuing upward spiral of
progress. It is perpetual growth. These are but the signs of
it.
Time will not permit a long discourse on each of these
buildings nor on the names of those to be inscribed on
them . However, Daniel Webster made an observation which
I think may be appropriate:
"If we work upon marble it will perish,
If we work upon brass, time will deface it;
If we rear temples, they will crumble into dust.
But if we work upon mortal minds,
If we imbue them with principles,
With just fear of God and love of our fellow man,
We engrave on these tablets something that will
brighten all eternity."
Such is the purpose for which these buildings have been
erected. Such is the dedication of those whom we honor
today. Such is the goal of those who direct this university
now. And God willing, it will ever be so.

It is in this context that I thankfully accept for the faculty
the responsibilities which these new structures bring, and for
the faculty I say that we dedicate ourselves anew to the use
of these facilities for the best ends toward which the search
for truth may lead us. And finally, on behalf of the faculty,
I should like in turn to challenge you, the legislators of
Kentucky and the administrators of Wes tern Kentucky
University. I challenge you to ask not how much better
the faculty will work and teach because of these new
buildings. I bid you to ask yourselves: "How many more
buildings will I be willing to build to provide the space to
support this search for truth?"

DEDICATORY STATEMENT BY
DR. HARRY M. SPARKS,
CHAIRMAN,
WESTERN BOARD OF REGENTS,
AND STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
It is my honor to represent the Board of Regents at this
moment of Commemoration and Dedication. There are two
characteristics that I consider most necessary in life, particularly in one's life philosophy : Those characteristics are
idealism and pragmatism. They are expressed so well on
the seal of Western Kentucky University. At the top of the
seal, above Cherry Hall, we find the slogan "Life More
Life."
Life itself is pragmatic; more life is attained through our
idealism. Today we are here because of great idealists, who
are in turn pragmatic. We, in appreciation, commemorate
these dedications. We, in commitment, direct our own lives
toward the continuation of Western's growth and achievement.
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The faculty member finds in the university a place where
he may experiment in order better to learn the truth; he
sees the teaching profession as an opportunity to convey to
others his own excitement and his own findings; he sees
students as recipients for new knowledge and as sounding
boards for his ideas; he sees these buildings as space - a
provision of the facilities and shelter so that these ends
may be successfully achieved.

You have an outstanding Board of Regents at this
University. They are professional men; they are dedicated
men; and they are men committed to the idea that the
purpose of a Board is to support, to free, and to advise
the leadership of this great institution. The Board has been
fortunate in that it has had an inspired leader, and you
are fortunate that you, too, have had for the past twelve
years a great and dedicated man, a man with great personal insight. Kelly Thompson is a man who has an effervescence about him which makes people love him, and
he leads them to do the things he seeks to achieve for your
University. Thus, out of appreciation of the Board of
Regents for him, we recognize President Thompson on this
day. Morever, we recognize these other honorees for what
they have done and for what they commit themselves to
do, and we are grateful to our Governor for what he has
done to facilitate the achievements which we dedicate here
today.
M ay I say to you, as a representative of your Board of
Regents, that the Board of Regents commits itself anew
in its dedi cati on to build a greater and a better university,
in order that our Commonwealth may achieve its rightful
position among the other states. T o this cause we commit
our lives.

I am sure that each of us will leave these grounds this
morning thankful that the University and we, individually,
have had this opportunity to express our _formal tha?1<s _a nd
appreciation and to commemorate the evident contnbuttons
of the honorees on this occasion.
To the honorees, may I address a personal message from
those of us who work and study on this Hilltop and from
those of us who represent Western in any way: We pledge
that we will dedicate ourselves anew to the high standards
which you have set before us by the contributions you have
made to this University. To you, I express again our thanks
as we officially incorporate the spirit of your ideals and
your example into the physical facilities of Western Kentucky University.
To conclude our program, the Western Choir will now
sing "College Heights," after which this ceremony will be
adjourned.

CONCLUDING REMARKS •BY
DR. RAYMOND L. CRAVENS,
VICE PRESIDENT
FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
I think it would be appropriate at this time to recognize
the members of our Board of Regents, so ably represented
by Dr. Sparks today.
I now ask each member of the Board to rise and to remain standing until I have finished the introductions. If you
will hold your applause until that time, I shall appreciate it.
First, from Scottsville, Kentucky, the Vice Chairman of
our Board, a prominent attorney, Mr. Douglas Keen ; from
Guthrie, Kentucky, an outstanding baseball executive, businessman , and civic leader, Mr. Hugh Poland; from Calhoun, Kentucky, a distinguished physician, Dr. W . Gerald
Edds; from Bowling Green, Kentucky, one of our most
illustrious attorneys, who has represented one of the honorees today, Mr. Maxey B. Harlin ; also from Bowling
Green, one of our fine physicians, Dr. J. T. Gilbert ; and
from Owensboro, K ~ntucky, an outstanding dentist, Dr.
Chalmer P. Embry. Will you please join me in recognizing
them at this time. Thank you .
Ladies and gentlemen, in a moment we shall adjourn this
ceremony of Commemoration and Dedication. I would be
remiss, I think, if I did not express again the University's
appreciation to all of its friends and patrons - the Board
of Regents, the faculty and staff, the student body, and many
others who have made and are making an invaluable contribution to its progress, welfare, and development.
16
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INVOCATION BY DR. 0. J. WILSON,
DIRECTOR OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH

LUNCHEON HONORING SPECIAL GUESTS
BALLROOM
PAULL. GARRET STUDENT CENTER
12:00 NOON

PROGRAM

Presiding
Mr. Dero G. Downing
Vice President for Administrative Affairs

Invocation . ....... . ...... . . . ....... . Dr. 0 .

J.

Wilson

Director, Insittitional Research

LUNCHEON

Greetings . . .. .. .. .. . ........... Mr. Earl E. Edmonds

President, Senior Class

Introduction of Special Guests .... Dr. Raymond L. Cravens

Vice President f or Academic Affairs

RECOGNITION OF HONOREES
Introduction of Speaker . . . . .... ... . Mr. Maxey B. Harlin

Member, Western Board of R egents

Address .. .. .. . ... The H onorable Edward T. Breathitt

Governor, Commonwealth of Kentucky
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Let us pray. On this Day of Commemoration and Dedication at Western, we pause to acknowledge the bountiful
providence of our Heavenly Father. We thank Thee for this
historic day in the life of Western. We thank Thee for our
illustrious President, Kelly Thompson, and his inspiring
helpmate, Sarah.
We thank Thee for the distinguished men who so generously give their time and talents to Western as members
of the Board of Regents .
We thank Thee for the competence and the dedication
of the men and women who comprise the faculty and
staff of this institution.
We thank Thee for the loyalty and for the support of the
students, the alumni, and all of the friends of Western
everywhere.
God bless Western on this day and always, we beseech
Thee, and may it discharge well its duties to God and to
man .
As we fellowship here together, bless the food which
comes from Thy bountiful hand to the nourishment and
strength of our bodies, and use all in Thy service. Amen .

MR. DERO G. DOWNING, VICE PRESIDENT
FOR ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS,
INTRODUCING MR. EARL E. EDMONDS,
PRESIDENT, SENIOR CLASS
Ladies and Gentlemen, as we take note of the benefits
which will be derived from the added educational resources
provided by the nine buildings dedicated today, we are
quick to recognize them as valuable tools with which great
numbers of students may achieve academic success and
fulfill educational objectives.
One of the major factors in the success of any college
or university is its students . They are the heart of the
institution. Western is exceedingly proud of its student
body, which is well represented here today by several outstanding students. It is a pleasure to present one of them to
you to extend greetings. Mr. Earl E. Edmonds, the president
of the senior class.

GREETINGS BY MR. EARL E. EDMONDS,
PRESIDENT, SENIOR CLASS
Thank you. Dean D owning, Governor Breathitt, representatives of the Board of Regents, honorees, ladies and
gentlemen: It is a great privilege for me, representing the
Western student body, to extend greetings to you on this
occasion and to welcome you to Western on this Day of
Dedication.
To Governor Breathitt, we pay special recognition for his
great contribution to the cause of higher education in the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
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We are eternally grateful to the members of the Board
of Regents for their dedicated service to the University and
to the student body. Today we pause to say "Thank you"
to those being honored and to others whose efforts have
contributed to the continuing growth and success of Western
Kentucky University.
What we witness here today, the emergence of Western
Kentucky University, means more perhaps to the present
generation of college students and to those who come after
us than to any other group . We want you to know that we
are indeed grateful for what you have done for us and for
those who come after us .
H onorees, this emergence of Western Kentucky University will long remain a tribute to your energy, your initiative, and your good citizenship. Thank you.

INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
BY DR. RAYMOND L. CRAVENS,
VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Thank you, Mr. D owning. During such a brief program
as this, it is impossible for us to recognize each of the distinguished individuals who are present. However, I want to
introduce certain ones who are directly concerned with our
honorees as well as other individuals who serve as a symbol of all the prominent guests who are with us today.
First, will the wives of our honorees rise as I call their
names and remain standing that we may reC(')gnize them as
a group : Mrs. Finley C. Grise, Mrs. Lawrence W. Wetherby,
Mrs. Don A. Campbell, Mrs. H . Bemis Lawrence, and Mrs.
Sheridan C. Barnes. Will you join me in a recognition of
these ladies. And then the wives of our distinguished Board
of Regents: Mrs. Gerald Edds, Mrs. Harry M. Sparks, Mrs .
J. T. Gilbert, Mrs . Maxie Harlin, and Mrs. Hugh Poland.
Let us recognize them at this time.
Here at the head table, I think it would be fitting if
we recognize one of our outstanding Western students who,
only a few months ago, was honored by being selected
Miss Kentucky - Miss Joanne Clark. Miss Clark.
If these individuals in the audience will please rise and
remain standing : Miss Kathrine Peden, our Commissioner
of Commerce; Miss Cattie Lou Miller, Assistant to the
Governor and Commissioner of Public Information; Mr.
Field McChesney, Assistant to the Governor; and Mr.
Mack Sisk, Director, Division of Industrial Information.
Shall we recognize these distinguished individuals.

RECOGNITION OF HONOREES BY
MR. DERO G. DOWNING, VICE PRESIDENT
FOR ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS
With your permission, Dean Cravens, may I also introduce at the speakers' table Mrs. Cravens on my right, Mrs .
Downing on my left, and to my extreme left, Mrs. 0 . J.
Wilson.
As a tribute to the honorees for whom the nine buildings
dedicated today have been named, two presentations are
being made to commemorate the occasion.
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The College Heights Foundation is an organization which
has engaged in many worthy projects since it was fi~st
incorporated in 1923. Typical of the thoughtful generosity
of this organization is its decision to present an engr~ved
silver bowl to each of the honorees. These presentations
will be made by members of the College Heights Foundation Board of Directors.
At the same time, the honorees will be presented the
commemoratory banners as mementos of this day.
To Dr. Finley C. Grise, the bowl will be presented by
Mr. James M . Hill. The bowl and the b~nner will _be
brought to the front table for th~s presentati~n. Mr. Hill,
a prominent Bowling Green busmessma~, will make . the
presentation on behalf of the College Heights Foundation,
and Dr. Paul Hatcher, D ean of the Potter College of
Liberal Arts, will present the banner.
To Miss Margie Helm, the bowl will be presented by
Mrs. H. R. Matthews, a former member of the faculty at
our Campus Laboratory School and a charter_ membe_r of t~e
College Heights Foundation. At the same time, ~1ss Juha
N eal will come forward and make the presentation of the
banner to Miss Helm.
To the H onorable Lawrence W . Wetherby, the bowl will
be presented by Dr. C. C. H oward, one of Kentucky's
most outstanding citizens, a prominent physician from
Glasgow, and a member of the Board of Directors. Dr.
H oward will please come forward and make the presentation to Mr. Wetherby. Miss Georgia Bates, Assistant to
the President, will present the banner.
To the H onorable H. Bemis Lawrence, a silver bowl will
be presented by Dr. W . R. McCormack, a former me1!1?er
of our Board of Regents and a highly respected phys1oan
of Bowling Green. Mr. Richard E. Thomas, a student residing in Bemis Lawrence Hall, will present the banner.
To Mr. Sheridan C. Barnes, the bowl will be presented
by Mr. Robert G. Cochran, Dean of Public Affairs and
Public R~lations . The banner will be presented by Mr.
Larry G. Patton, a student residing in Barnes-Campbell Hall.
To Mr. D on A. Campbell, the bowl_ will be pres~nted
by Mr. H ouston Griffin, prominent Bowlmg Green busmessman . Mr. George C. Thompson, a student residing in
Barnes-Campbell H all, will present the banner.
The mo.st distinguished and lovable John B. Rodes is
unable to be with us today, but he is being represented by
two of his daughters, Mrs . Elizabeth Carroll and Mrs . Sarah
Graham . Mrs . Carroll will receive from Mrs. H . R. Matthews the silver bowl, and Mrs. Graham will receive the
banner from Miss Connie Mayes, a resident of RodesH arlin Hall.
To Mr. Maxey B. Harlin, representing his late fath~r,
the bowl will be presented by Dr. W . ~- McCor~ack. Miss
Joyce Barnard, a resident of Rodes-Harlin Hall, will present
the banner.
Representing her late husband , Professor _Charl~s L.
Taylor, Mrs . Taylor will receive the bowl, which will be
presented by Mr. Charles A. Keown, Dean of Student Af21

fairs. Dr. H. L. Stephens, H ead of the Department of
Biology, will present the banner.
Representing her late son, Hardin T hompson, Mrs.
Thompson will receive the bowl to be presented by Mr.
Houston Griffin. Mr. Walter Nalbach, Head of the Department of Industrial Arts, will present the banner.
To Dr. Kelly Thomp on, the bowl will be presented by
Mr. James M. Hill. Mr. Herbert J. Smith, Acting Regent
and Trustee, Ogden College estate, will present the banner.
Also seated in the audience is a member of the Board of
Directors of the College Heights Foundation who is deserving of recognition. Mr. Ch arles Bell, will you please rise
and allow us to recognize you.
In presenting the mementos of this occasion to these distinguished honorees, the College H eights Foundation and
Western Kentucky University extend warmest regards and
best wishes and assure these honorees of our continued love
and devotion.
I am pleased to introduce the gentleman who wi ll introduce our speaker, Mr. Maxey B. Harlin. Mr. H arlin possesses the professional attitude, dedicated interest, and qualities of leadership which are evident in great abundance in
each member of Western's Board of Regents. It is a p leasure to present Mr. Harlin to you at this time, and he will
present our speaker.
INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER BY
MR. MAXEY B. HARLIN, MEMBER,
WESTERN BOARD OF REGENTS

Chairman Downing, Governor Wetherby, Dr. Thompson,
distinguished honorees and platform guests, guests of
Western, ladies and gentlemen:
As a yo ung lawyer, I always considered it a privilege
to go into the courtroom and go, what might be called, behind the bar, in the sense that I might intermingle with the
other attorneys, and be there when trials were conducted
and the admittance of the public was restricted. There are
many privileges which a lawyer has in becoming acqua-inted
with other members of the bar.
Some years ago I was for tunate enough to become acquainted with, at that time, a young member of the bar who
was an outstanding lawyer. He is our speaker today.
I stand here in humility in the sense that this man is a
great leader in Kentucky.
This is a Day of Dedication on the Hill. W e recognize
it as such, and we have with us today a speaker who is
truly a dedicated man. He is a dedicated man in government, he is a dedicated man as a lawyer, and he is a dedicated man as an educator and as a citizen.
In walking over to the Student Center, Dr. Thompson
told me a rather interesting little story that is somewhat
indicative of our speaker's attitude in the field of education.
There is a little flower bed out here ; perhaps many of you

noticed it. It sits just a short way from the building and is
really an eye-catcher - just a whole mass of color. Dr.
Thompson told me that a short while ago, there was just
a path there; then someone came up with the suggestion,
"Let's put a flower bed there."
A short while later it was developed into one of the most
beautiful attractions we see in the way of floral exhibits
in this area, changing completely the use of that particular
little spot. And so it has been with education in Kentucky
with the help of such men as our next speaker, of men who
have vision in the growth of education.
Never has Western grown so much - not only in buildings, not only in the students which now number 10,000
or more, not only in the appearance of the campus, but by
many other qualities in education in an academic sense, due
greatly to this man and to his foresight and his loyalty. We
thank him fo r what he has done for us at Western. I can't
say that his wife has not had a share in his achievements,
she being an alumna of the University, but he has devoted
himself; and he has a soft spot in his heart, I know, for all
that has been done here in these few years. I want to thank
him for his loyalty, not only to education generally, but for
his loyalty to Wes tern.
When we needed him, we knew where we had a friend.
W e knew that he could help us and would help us, and he
spent many hours helping solve our problems. And so to our
speaker, I want him to know that we are most appreciative
of this devotion, this encouragement.
May I at this time introduce to you, in my judgment, one
of the great Governors of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Edward T. Breathitt.
GOVERNOR EDWARD T. BREATHITT
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
OCTOBER 14, 1967
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

It is with genuine pleasure that I am spending this Day
of Commemoration and Dedication with so many of my
close friends to share my pride in the achievement of
W estern Kentucky University and to pay honor to those
whose names will be perpetuated with these fine buildings
we dedicate.
I congratulate Western on this occasion, congratulate her
for having had these loyal friends and servants, and for
having inspired them to do the things for which we honor
them .
This is a varied group of people - a former Governor,
and an outstanding Governor - former regents, former
faculty members, former students, distinguished judges, and
friends of W estern. All have seen something special in
Western. All have reali zed the contribution of Western to
Kentucky and to the nation.
In visiting this growing, thriving campus, it is not difficult to see why these and other great friends have been
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inspired. You have a, spirit and a dedication to greatness
here, President Thompson, which far outweighs and outshines even these magnificent new buildings we dedicate
today. It is a spirit of Dr. Cherry's original inspiration,
nurtured and developed over sixty years by a succession of
college administrations, many generations of students, and
countless alumni.

These people - who are not as far-sighted as this audi ence, ignore this fact, and, even more to the point, they
don't seem to have heard of the fundamental pri nciple of
all accounting, namely, double-entry bookkeeping. This is
so, despite the fact that it was discovered at least five
centuries ago .

To those of you here today who have given your names
to these buildings I offer my congratulations and my thanks
for your service. To those of you who represent deceased or
absent honorees, I know that today is a proud day for you
and that you cherish the honor of having a distinguished
name perpetuated.

For we have invested the money we borrowed and by
doing so, we have increased the shared wealth of the citizens of this Commonwealth . The returns on this capital will,
in the first year, far exceed the cost of its acquisition. But
unlike the rate of interest on the borrowed funds, the rate
of return on your investment wi ll grow many times over.

We have visible, tangible evidence of our confidence and
our faith in the future of Western and the Commonwealth .
Nine buildings will keep this witness for decades to come.
These structures are the principal result of an enormous
expenditure on capital development at Western during the
years I have served as your Governor. The figure exceeds
$24,700,000.
And over the same period, state support to Western's
operating budget has increased seventy-five per cent without
any increase in state tax rates.

The returns we shall reap will be in the form of h appier,
healthier, more prosperous citi zens who will find ample
career opportunities at home in Kentucky instead of having
to seek them outside our borders.

In fact, since the sales tax was passed in February, 1960,
all of our growth has taken place without any increase in
state tax rates. We are the only state in the qation with such
a record, and it has been achieved through economic growth .
At the heart of it has been the recognition that the best
investment we can make with the surest return is the education of our most precious resource, our young people.
The figures I have cited only represent the cost of our
investment in Western's present and future during the past
four years. They are only a fraction of the value of the
investment to present and future generations in Kentucky.
And I say again, as I have been saying for several years
now, that there is no bluechip stock in the world that can
match the reliability and returns from the investment we
have made in higher education.
Today, because the people have supported it, the legislature has supported it and there has been leadership at all
levels of this great State, we are now supporting higher
education at an amount six times greater than in 1960. It
is a great tribute to all of you who are the real friends
of higher education on this great campus, to the people of
this state and to the leadership that you have had here at
this institution - leadership which has developed such
confidence in hi_gher education. We have been able to make
this investment because of faith in the future of Kentucky
by our people, based on the education of our children.
It has become fashi onable among some people to recite
statistics about state indebtedness. They ignore the fact
that the voters approved this program for capital construction when they voted for a large bond issue.
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Kentucky is clearly advancing into a new era of prosperity, as fo llows:
( 1) Non-agricultural employment will average at least
840,000 jobs during 1967 - a minimum gain of 140,000
or twenty per cent from 1963.
(2) Manufacturing jobs will average about 225,000 this
year - an increase of 42,000 or twenty-three per cent since
1963.
(3)Between January 1, 1964,and August 31 , 1967, there
were 749 announcemen ts by manufacturing concerns of the
location of new plants in Kentucky or the expansion of
existing facilities. When full production is reached , this
activity will provide at least 57,000 new manufacturing
jobs - not counting the secondary employment effects of
this many new jobs - probably at least 25,000 more. Plant
investments will total $ 1,126,000,000.
(4) Personal income of Kentuckians will reach $7.6
billion this year - a four year jump of $1.9 billion or
more than thirty per cent.
These are a few key statistics, but they are clearly indicative of where we are going in Kentucky.
To sustain thi s growth - indeed to increase it - we are
building more miles of roads than any other state in the
nation . And I am speaki ng in absolute, not relative, terms.
We are very near the top among states in new industry.
But more significan t, we have nearly doubled enrollments at our state-supported colleges and universities in the
last fo ur years - and we are keeping their graduates at
home. T hese facts, more than any others I have mentioned,
show that we have the key to the future.
The buildings we dedicate today are symbolic of this
new era.
Fine buildings with fine facilities provide only some of
the pre-conditions of success in an educational institution.
They are no guarantees that they will be used wisely or well.
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But the fact that the people have provided these impressive new additions to Western Kentucky University reflects
the confi dence they have in her regents, her administration,
and her faculty . Certainly, this is a confidence I share.
You recognize, of course, that such confi dence is a challenge to everyone charged wi th responsibil ity fo r W estern's
progress.
You are asked to develop able, alert, educated men and
women to fill positions of leadership and res ponsibility
thro ughout the Commonwealth in industry, agri culture, education, the church, the professions, the arts, government,
and all the purs ui ts which enri ch our lives.
Upon you r success in this mission hinges, in large measure, our prospects fo r the fu ture of Kentucky.
You can depend on Ned Breathitt, the private ci ti zen,
fo r all the support and encouragement I can give. I owe
you no less in exchange fo r the assistance you have given
the programs of my admini stration - and particu larly my
goal of radically improving the opportuniti es fo r higher
education in Kentucky.

REMARKS BY MR. DERO G. DOWNING
FOLLOWING ADDRESS BY
GOVERNOR EDWARD T. BREA;THITT
T hank you, Governor Breathitt. W estern will continue to
value your friendship, and we hope to be favored by your
presence on frequent occasions in the fu ture.
At the resquest of the Chairman of the Board of Regents,
I am asking President Thompson and Mrs. T hompson to
come to the stage.
First, we would ask Mi ss Kentucky to make a presentation of the red roses to Mrs. T hompson, and as she is
doing that, Dr. H arry Sparks will please come to the
podium.

. REMARKS BY DR. HARRY SPARKS,
CHAIRMAN,
WESTERN BOARD OF REGENTS,
AND STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Dean D owning, Governor Breathitt, honorees, platform
guests, and friends of W estern :
Thi s morning, the Board of Regents of W estern Kentucky U niversity had a meeting which is now in continuing
session, and M r. Douglas Keen, Vice Chairman of the
Board of Regents, presented a resolution to the Board. I
shall read it to you :

RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, W estern Kentucky Unversity has made
great progress in every face t of the institution's program in
the past several years; and
WHEREAS, D r. Kelly Thompson has served as President and provided the leadership that made this expansion
possible; and
WHEREAS, this D ay of Commemoration and Dedication
signals one of the most dramatic and momentous forward
thrusts of the institution during its entire history ; and
WHEREAS, this important milestone in the life of
W estern coincides with the twelfth anniversary of the
selection of Dr. Kelly Thompson as President; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Regents of W estern Kentucky
University is fully cognizant of the educational statesmanship which President Thompson has demonstrated at all
times throughout his tenure; now, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Regents of
W estern K entucky U niversity, at its meeting on October 14,
1967, commends President Kelly Thompson for his successful leadership as President of this institution on the occasion
of his twelfth anniversary as President and extends to him
the congratulations and best wishes of the Boa-r d of Regents;
and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this
Resolution be spread upon the minutes of the Board of
Regents and that a copy thereof be presented to President
Kelly Thompson as a token of the confidence and high
esteem in which he is held by the members of this Board,
both collectively and individually.
W . Gerald Edds
Douglas Keen
Maxey B. H arlin

H arry M . Sparks
Chairman

CONCLUDING REMARKS
BY MR. DERO G. DOWNING
It is certainly fitting that this high tribute be paid President Thompson on the occasion of his twelfth anniversary
as President, which will be October 1 7.
Ladies and gentlemen, it has been delightful having you
fo r this luncheon.
For those of you who wish to do so, we will certainly
be delighted to have you attend the Western-Tennessee
Tech football game.
Thank you. We are now adj ourned.
27
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Chalmer P. Embry
T . Gilbert
Hugh Poland

J.

EDUCATION
FOR LEADERSHIP

A DAY OF
COMMEMORATION
AND DEDICATION
• FINLEY C. GRISE HALL
• MARGIE HELM LIBRARY
• LAWRENCE W. WETHERBY
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
• BEMIS LAWRENCE HALL
• BARNES-CAMPBELL HALL
• RODES-HARLIN HALL
• CHARLES L. TAYLOR
AGRI CULTURAL CENTER
• HARDIN PLANETARIUM
• KELLY THOMPSON
COMPLEX FOR SCIENCE
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PROGRAM

Dr. Finley
C. Grise

Miss Margie Helm

Presiding
Mr. Dero G. Downing, Vice President for Administrative Affairs
Invocation

Dr. 0. J. Wilson
Director, Institutional Research

LUNCHEON
The Honorable
LawrenceW.
Wetherby

The Honorable
H. Bemis
Lawrence

Mr. Sheridan C.
Barnes

Greetings ------------------------------------------------------------------------ Mr. Earl E. Edmonds
President, Senior Class
Introduction of Special Guests ---------------------------- Dr. Raymond L. Cravens
Vice President for Academic Affairs

Mr. Don A.
Campbell

RECOGNITION OF HONOREES
The Honorable
John B. Rodes

The Honorable
Max B. Harlin

Introduction of Speaker ---------------------------------------------- Mr. Maxey B. Harlin
Member, Weste-rm Board of Regents
Address ------------------------------ ------ ------------ The Honorable Edward T. Breathitt
Governor, Commonwealth of Kentucky
Mr. Charles L.
Taylor

Mr. Hardin
Cherry Thompson

Dr. Kelly
Thompson

Finley C. Grise Hall
Margie Helm Library
Lawrence W. Wetherby Administration Building
Bemis Lawrence Hall
Barnes-Campbell Hall
Rodes-Harlin Hall
Charles L. Taylor Agricultural Center
Hardin Planetarium
Kelly Thompson Oomplex For Science
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The attached resolution was adopted by the
Board of Regents in a meeting on Saturday morning,

(

October 14.

The resolution was read at the

luncheon by Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Chairman of
the Board.

RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, Western Kentucky University has made great progress in eve ry facet

(

of th e institution's program in the past several years; and

WHEREAS, Dr. Kelly Thompson has served as President and provided the leadership that made this expansion possible; and
WHEREAS, this Day of Commemoration and Dedication signals one of the most
dramatic and momentous forward thrusts of the institution during its entire history; and
WHEREAS_, this important milestone in the life of Western coincides with the twelfth
anniversary of the selection of Dr. Kelly Thompson as President; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Regents of Western Kentucky University is fully cognizant

.

'

of the educational statesmanship which President Thompson has demonstrated at all
times throughout his tenure; now, therefore,
n

BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Regents of Western Kentucky University, at
its meeting on October 14, 1967, commends President Kelly Thompson for his successful leadership as President of this institution on the occasion of his twelfth anniversary
as President and extends to him the congratulations and best wishes of the Board of
. Regents; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this Resolution be spread upon the
i

minute s of the Board of Regents and that a copy thereof be presented to President
Kelly Thompson as a token of the confidence and high esteem in which he is held by
the members of this Board,

C. ctively and individually•
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WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY 42101

r

September 28, 1967

October 14 will be a Day of Commemoration and Dedication at Western Kentucky
University. On this significant occasion nine facilities will be dedicated, and a fitting
tribute will be paid to the honorees for whom the buildings are named. The names of
the honorees and identifications of the buildings are:
Dr. Finley C. Grise
Miss Margie Helm
Lawrence W. Wetherby
H. Bemis Lawrence
Sheridan C. Barnes
Don A. Campbell
John B. Rodes )
Max B. Harlin )
(represented by Maxey B. Harlin)
Charles L. Taylor
(represented by Mrs. Charles L. Taylor)
Hardin Cherry Thompson
(represented by Mrs. Kelly Thompson)
Kelly Thompson
The day's activities include:
8:00 - 9:30 a. m.
10:00 - 11:15 a.m.
12:00 Noon
1 :30 p. m.
4:00 - 5 :30 p. m.

- Finley C. Grise Hall
- Margie Helm Library
- Lawrence W. Wetherby
Administration Building
- Bemis Lawrence Hall
- Barnes-Campbell Hall
- Rodes-Harlin Hall
- Charles L. Taylor Agricultural
Center
- Hardin Planetarium
- Kelly Thompson Complex for
Science
- Open House in all Buildings
- Ceremony of Commemoration
and Dedication
- Luncheon honoring Special Guests
- Western vs. Tennessee Tech
- Open House in all Buildings

On behalf of the Commemoration and Dedication Committee and from your
many friends at Western, a cordial invitation is extended to you to be presen_t for
what we anticipate to be a wonderful occasion.
Sincerely yours,
Commemoration and Dedication Committee

Raymond L. Cravens, Co-chairman

Dero G. Downing, Co-Chairman
R. S. V. P.

Luncheon and Football Game

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
BOWLING GREEN , KENTUCKY 42101

(

September 28, 1967

October 14 will be a Day of Commemoration and Dedication at Western
Kentucky University. On this significant occasion nine facilities will be dedicated,
and a fitting tribute will be paid to the honorees for whom the buildings are named.
The names of the honorees and identifications of the buildings are:
Dr. Finley C. Grise
Miss Margie Helm
Lawrence W. Wetherby

(

H. Bemis Lawrence
Sheridan C. Barnes
Don A. Campbell
John B. Rodes )
Max B. Harlin )
(represented by Maxey B. Harlin)
Charles L. Taylor
(represented by Mrs. Charles L. Taylor)
Hardin Cherry Thompson
(represented by Mrs~ Kelly Thompson)
Kelly Thompson

- Finley C. Grise Hall
Margie Helm Library
- Lawrence W. Wetherby
Administration Building
- Bemis Lawrence Hall
- Barnes-Campbell Hall
- Rodes-Harlin Hall
- Charles L. Taylor Agricultural
Center
Hardin Planetarium
- Kelly Thompson Complex for
Science

The day's activities include:
8 :00 - 9:30 a. m.
10:00 - 11:15 a.m.
4:00 -

5:30 p. m.

- Open House in all Buildings
- Ceremony of Commemoration
and Dedication
- Open House in all Buildings

On behalf of the Commemoration and Dedication Committee and from your
many friends at Western, a cordial invitation is extended to you to be present for
what we anticipate to be a wonderful occasion.
Sincerely yours,
Commemoration and Dedication Committee

Raymond L. Cravens, Co-chairman

Dero G. Downing, Co-Chairman

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY 42101

(

October 2, 1967

As you know, October 14 will be a Day of Commemoration and Dedication
at Western Kentucky University. On this significant occasion nine facilities will
be dedicated, and a fitting tribute will be paid to the honorees for whom the buildings are named. The names of the honorees and identifications of the buildings are:
Dr. Finley C. Grise
Miss Margie Helm
Lawrence W. Wetherby

(

H. Bemis Lawrence
Sheridan C. Barnes )
Don A. Campbell
)
John B. Rodes )
Max B. Harlin )
(represented by Maxey B. Harlin)
Charles L. Taylor
(represented by Mrs. Charles L. Taylor)
Hardin Cherry Thompson
(represented by Mrs. Kelly Thompson)
Kelly Thompson
The day's activities include:
8:00 - 9:30 a. m.
10:00 - 11:15 a.m.

- Finley C. Grise Hall
- Margie Helm Library
- Lawrence W. Wetherby
Administration Building
- Bemis Lawrence Hall
- Barnes-Campbell Hall
- Rodes-Harlin Hall
- Charles L. Taylor Agricultural
Center
- Hardin Planetarium
- Kelly Thompson Complex for
Science

- Open House in all Buildings
- Ceremony of Commemoration
and Dedication
12:00 Noon
- Luncheon honoring Special Guests
1:30 p.m.
- Western vs. Tennessee Tech
4:00 - 5:30 p. m.
- Open House in all Buildings
On behalf of the Commemoration and Dedication Committee, a cordial invitation is extended to you to be present for what we anticipate to be a wonderful
occasion.
Sincerely yours,
Commemoration and Dedication Committee

Raymond L. Cravens, Co-chairman

Dero G. Downing, Co-chairman
R.S.V.P.

Luncheon

CLYDE A. LAWTON
Pre,ident

SHERIDAN C. BARNES
Vice •President

CURTIS B. HILL

J..~

Secretory •Treasurer

a ~ SOUTHTHIRDSTREET

LOU I SV I L L E, K EN TUC KY 4 0 2 0 2

Elizabethtown, Ky.
Oct. 21, 1967.
Mr . Kelly Thompson,
Kentucky Western University,
Bowling Green, Ky.
Dear Kelly:
I cannot express to you my appreciation for all
the nice things t~at you have done for me, but I do want
you to know that down deep in my heart I know that you
are responsible for all the honors that have been
bestowed upon me.
I am still not sorry that twelve years ago I had
the deciding vote to elect you President of our great
~nstitution, and to date every one with whom I have
discussed the matter has s a td I made the right decision.
I was very proud of you and your lovely wife last
Saturday, and want to compliment you again on the fine
way you conducted the affairs of the university.
Be sure to drop by to see me any time you are up
this way , and I do hope that we can have lunch together
when you come.
With kindest personal regards, I am

. C. Barnes.

DON

(

A. CAMPBELL

LEBANON, KENTUCKY

October 16, 1967
Dr. Kelly Thompson, President
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky
Dear Kelly:
We arrived home late last evening after one of the most enjoyable weekends we have ever spent. I have never seen such careful planning and
such gracious hospitality. I am sure it will take me all week to get
down to earth again.

(

I couldn't help but think during the morning and luncheon activities what
a truly wonderful event this was. I knew in my heart that I had no business being included and that I did not deserve to have my name on such a
wonderful building. And then I got to thinking that maybe I was looking at
it from the wrong angle and I just shouldn't think of it as a result of something I had earned, but that maybe I had contributed more to Western than
anyone on the platform. I arrived at this conclusion when I realized what
you had meant to this school, how it had grown in the past twelve years
and the plans that are in the making now for the future. No one could have
done the job like you did and certainly no one has the love, affection and
respect of everyone connected with Western as much as you have.
So, to you and Sarah, let me say it was a significant honor for Lillian and
me to be there and join your other friends in paying tribute to two of the
nicest people we know.
As for me, it was an honor I will never forget and I guess the only claim
to fame I will ever have will be that I had a small part in helping get
Western started on this road to greatness by being fortunate enough to
have had the privilege of working for your appointment. Yesterday I had
the rare privilege, denied to so many people, of seeing the results of an
action of mine taken twelve years ago.
Sincerely,

~

Don A. Campbell

P. S. Ann and Jim Pickens did a superb job in making Lillian and me feel
like we were the most important people on the entire campus.

DON

'' 1213

A. CAMPBELL

LEBANON, KENTUCKY

October 16, 196 7
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Mr. Dero G. Downing
Vice President for Administrative Affairs
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky
Dear Dr. Downing:
I just want you, to know how deeply grateful I am for all the nice
things that happened Saturday and to tell you how conscious I was
of all thd eetails that had gone into the planning of his occasion.
In my work I have quite a bit of this to do and so I feel that I not only
am in a position to appreciate it but I know how difficult it is to plan
and execute a schedule that was as demanding as this one. I have
never witnessed a more perfectly planned occasion and I know how
many hours of hard work it took to realize this perfection.

It was a memorable occasion for me, and I want to thank you for the
part you played in directing an affair which worked so smoothly that
its perfection was taken for granted.
Sincerely,

Don A. Campbell
DC:mt

1133 Chestnut Street
Bowling Green, Kentucky
October 16, 1967
Dear Kelly:
I want to write you a personal note to tell you how much
we enjoyed and appreciated the beautiful dedication service. We
have spent a great deal of time remembering every minute detail
for our father's interest and enjoyment. He was very much there
in spirit .
The ent ire day was perfec t. The weather was beautiful and
the whole program was carried out gracefully and smoothly . I have
written Mr. Downing that we are well aware of his efforts and t hose
of many o thers to make t~is day a momentous occ asion.
Please tell Sara that I said she looked lovely. I agreed
with the many connnents that I heard at the Student Center about
the very becoming way she is wearing her hair. Betsy Scott
th ought Sara's dress, particularly the color, was so pre tty, and
certainly we all hope that she possesses a color pic ture of herself
in that green dress holding the red roses!
This day was a delightful one which we shall always remember
and value.
Also, Kelly, congratulations and a very happy anniversary on
Tuesday, the 17th. You are most deserving of the accolade you
received from the Board of Regents.

Dr. Kelly Thompson
President, Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101

(

Dear Mr. Downing:
I want to congratulate you upon the success of the
beautiful dedication service. I am sure you had many helpers
but I have an idea that the responsibility of the entire
program rested upon your shoulders and I know that this was
a gigantic task.
Mrs. Graham and I thought that the activities of
the whole day, from the beginning to the end, were carried
out smoothly, gracefully and in good taste.
Please remember me to Mrs. Downing and tell her that
I am sorry I did not get the chance to speak to her. I thought
she looked so pretty. My Betsy is so fond of her.
Thank you for a day that will always be remembered
with pleasure.
Sincerely,

,

~

Dean Dero Downing
Vice President, Administrative Affairs
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101
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H. BEMIS

LAWUENCE

ATTORN E Y-AT-LAW"

(

11 29 KEN T UGJCY H OME L I FE BLDG .

LOU ISVILLE, KY. 4 0202

October 16, 1967

Dr. Kelly Thompson, President
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky
Dear Kelly:
I do want you to know how much Mildred and I enjoyed
Last Saturday, October 14, 1967 . It is a day we shall
never forget and I shall always be indebted to you .

(

The growth of Western is reflected in many capacities ,
academically. physically and spiritually. Your dedicated
and inspiring Leadership has made this possible and I
wish to commend you again for your efforts and brilliant
vision.
It would be so very nice to have a good old-fashioned

visit with you and Sarah. Should your plans ever permit,
we would be delighted to meet you there, here, or elsewhere.
Mildred, Ann and Bill join me in sending you, Sarah and
Kel our warmest regards and continuing best wishes.
Sincerely,

H. Bemis Lawrence
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HARLIN, PARKER, RICKETTS, LUCAS & ENGLISH
SUCCESSORS TO C OLEMAN.

HARLIN&: ORENDORF.

HARLIN & ORE NDORF ,

ANO HARLIN,

PARKER tlr R I C KETTS

519 E . TEN1 'H ST R EET , P . 0 . BO X 5 66
TELEPHONE : AREA CODE 502 - 842 - 5611
MA X B . HARLI N

B O W L ING GREEN ,

KENTUC K Y

4210 1

18 7 6- 19 4 4

MA XEY B . HARLIN

November 17, 1967

WILLIAM J . PARKER
HAROLD D . RICKETTS
JAMES H . LUCAS
C HARLES E . ENGLISH
WILLIAM J . RUDLOFF
GORDON L . JOHNSvN
JOHN DAVID COLE

Dr. Kelly Thompson, President
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky
Dear Kelly:

(

I am remiss in not writing you a personal note conveying
to you the appreciation felt by the family £or the singular recogniti on or my Father. Saturday, October 14th, 1967 was a day indeli b ~y impressed on our memory. The ceremony as well as the other
festivities were indeed a beautiful tribute not only to tho~ honored
but to an institution whose achievements have surpassed even the
most i mag inative dreams or all.
Ir Dr. Cherry could have been there, I am sure that he
like the rest or us could hardly have believed it possible that
Weste rn could be what it is today.
It has today become one or the
great institution s or higher learning in America . This h as not
been an easy natural expansion but an example of the best in
American tradition.
It is not often that leadership embraces so
many talents as in the case or Kelly Thompson.
It seems to all who know you and have witnessed a greatness in education that the good Lord has extended consummate wisdom
in bestowing this leadership £or Western .
yours,

in
MBH: ea

\

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
BOWLING GREEN , KENTUCKY
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DAY OF CO MME MORA TION AND DEDICATION
FLORAL CONTRIBUTIONS FROM WELL- WISHERS

Flowers sent to the Administration Building
President 1 s Office
Plant----------- Freeland Harris, Jr.
Consulting Engineers
Mad is on vill e , K e ntucky
Mrs. H. R. M a tthews - Flowers from her gard e n
Vase of Red carnations - Luther and Norma Smith
Basket of yellqw chrysanthemums - Bowling Green Bank & Trust
Vase of red roses ---- William F. Miller
Red roses ----------- Mr. Houston Griffin, Nashville Road

Dean Downing's Offic e
Basket of Yellow Chrysanthemums - Western Hills Motel and Resturant

Mr. Cochran's Offi ce
R e d and white carnations and chrysanthemums - - - Southern Bell Telephone Company

Business Oft ice
Bas Ket o i go l d ana bronze chrysant nemum s - - Graves - Gilbert Clinic
Chrysanthemums sent to Miss Di ckey - - from her sister,
Mrs. Lillian Murray

D ean of Students Offic e
Vase of red and white carnations and chrysanthemums Citizens National Bank

Dean Craven's Office
Basket of red and white flowers -------Bowman Office Supply
Red and white bouquet sent directly to Dean Cravens - Union Underwear Company

Dean Minton 1 s Offi ce
Vase of red carnations - sent directly to D ean Minton-American
National Bank & Trust

Dr. Hourigan' s Office
Bouquet of chrysanthemums - - Betters worth Motor
Gold and Bronze

Computer Center
R ed and white bouquet- - - - - First Federal Savings & Loan

Flowers sent to the Sci ence Complex
Basket of yellow and bronze chrysanthemums - R. Ben Johnson Fred St. Clair, Architects
Basket of red and white flowers - Clark Construction Company
Basket of red and white flowers - Wallace Motor Company

Fl owers sent to the Margie Helm Libr ary
Basket of white mums and red carnations - Murphy Concrete Company
Basket of yellow and bronze mums - Joseph P. Wilk, Architect
Glass vase of yellow mums - Heckman Bind_~ry, Inc., Southern
District Office
Basket of white mums and red carnations - Arrasmith, Judd, R app
and Associates

Flowers sent to Rodes-Harlin Hall
Basket of mix e d chrysanthemums in fall colors - Mr. Frank Cain
Vase of fall flowers - Rogers Lumber Company
Arrangement of yellow mums - Royal Barn Florist

Flowers sent to Barnes-Campbell Hall
Arrangement of red carr:ations and white mums - Sent by Mr. Barnes
who aske d that they be displayed.
Arrangement of red carnations and white mums - Mr. Joseph P . Wilk

Flowers sent to Grise Hall
Basket of white mums and red carnations - Coca-Cola Bottling Company Mr. o ~ V. Clark
Basket of r e d and white carnations - Hall's Mens Shop
Basket of white mums an d red carnations - Batey, Waldron & Wad e, Inc.

Flowe rs sent to Bemis L awrence Hall
Arrangement of red and white mums - Joseph P. Wilk

Other arrangements sent by-McLellan Stone Company, Bowling Green
Deemer Floral Company, Bowling Green
E. R. Ronald & Associates, Louisville

FLORIAN

E. WOOD

A TTORNE Y-A T - LA W
2010

HIGHLAND

AVENUE

LOUISVILLE 4 , KENTUCKY
GL ENDALE 1·3540

TWINBROOK 6 - 1898

October 14, 1967

My Dear Friend Kelly:
Virginia and I are desolat ed that we will
be unable to be present bn College Heights for the

most extraordinary dedication of so nruch to so many
who hage been led by your devotion and spirit to this
high attainmerrt .
Unfortunately, we will be winging our
way to Bolivia at the time of the dedication . It is
not mere coincidence that with uswi.. 1 be the treasured
plaque of The Last Supper which you and Donald Wendt
were so gracious to send us for the Villa-Gomez family .
Bi lly Davis has made a beautiful color photograph of
the pl~que, with the inscription undnEneath wwhich will
plant the name of Western Kentucky University in the
land of Simon Bolivar. It will be hung in their new homeo
Because we cannot be with you and Sarah on
this glorious day , Kelly, enclosed is a bit of sentimental
verse which does express Virginia's and my devoted
admiration and affection for you as one of the really
great educational -- ~~teachers . It is for you personally .
And so, when they start to sing , "College
Heights, we hail thee, we shall never fail thee, falter
never, live forever ••• " think for a moment of your old
friend who once trod the sod of the Hill with shoes
worn through the soles trying to find the truth.

,

I

PS: When e get ba ck shortly after November 1, Virginia
and I will se1d you and Donald Wendt color photographs
of The Last Supper about the same size as the etching itself .
SW

FLORIAN

E . WOOD

AT T ORN E Y-AT-LAW
2010

(

HIGHLAND

AV E NU E

LOUISVILLE 4 , KENTUCKY
GLENDALE 1-3540

T W1NBROOK 6· 1898

EN VERITATES AMORES*

How loud is acclaim that rings
From hill to valley to hill again
To sound its paens of praise and glory,
Echoing resonant and resolute
To hail accomplishment absolute.
It rises on our city's western Hil1to p
And reaches skyward as only the eagle
Can soar , wings spread, eyes fixed
On dista nt horizon , purpose to command
It is a time to pause and exclaim,
A time to name, to count the deeds
Of those who teach and those who learn ,
Who did not falter but bore blame
Where blame was due others , with no regard
For credit or for fame, nor to change
Or alter the record of attainment.
Write their names as bold they stand,
In spirit , if not in body and heart :
Grise , Helm , Wetherby and Lawrence,
Barnes , Campbell, Rodes , Harlin , Taylor ,
Th ompson, devoted teacher, cherished son.
Acclaim , i ndeed, their honor by enrolli ng
Their names on graven keystones?
Far more, to engrave their spirits
And fheir hearts in touchstones
To the very stars that reach
Into the vastness of space.
Ra t her we should beseech,
Timeless , endless and eternal ,
Endear them face to face the truth to teach.
October 14, 1967
*To Dr. Kelly Thompson , who has built with min d,
heart and spirit a temple of enlightnment on a
high hillto p.
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Dean Dero Downing
Vice-Fresident for Administrative Affairs
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green , Kentucky
Dear Dean Downing:
I am writing you and Dr. Cravens in order to
thank you for the privilege of having a small part
in the Day of Commemoration and Dedication.
This special day was in every way a beautiful occasion and one of which Western may well
be proud. You are to be commended for the tremendous volume of work which went into making this
occasion what it was .
Sincerely,

Don W. Bailey
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851 South Fourth Street
Louisville, Kentucky

October 16, 1967

Dear Dr. Thpmpson:
Congratulations to you and to your Administration and Faculty
on the day of Commemoration and Dedication of your fine new facilities. The new facilities and each aspect of the day ' s events are
eloquent testimony of ~he reality behind the tributes voiced during
the program of the morning and at the luncheon.
I appreciate especially your cordial personal greetings and
the warm hospitality shared with other friends of Western. Please
express my congratulations and appreciation to Mrs. Thompson.
Miss Margie Helm and Miss Sara Tyler are two of my favorite
librarians and cherished friends. The Margie Helm Library is a
beautiful tribute to Miss Margie ' s contribution to Western and to
the dedication and imaginative planning of Miss Sara Tyler.
Sister Michael Ellen and Mrs . Augusta Wheeler join me in
appreciation and prayerful good wishes for continued blessings and
richness of good things in all the days ahead .
Sincerely yours,

Sister James Ellen
College Librarian

Dr. Kelly Thompson
President
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101

TANDY A. FAXON
P.

0 .

BOX

722

MILLIKE N

BLDG .

ROOM

201 - 2

PHONE 8 42 -0 154

BOWLING GREEN , KEN TUCKY 42101

November 8, 1967

Dr . Kelly Thompson
President
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101
Dear Kelly:
A copy of "A Day of Commemoration and Dedicati on"

has just been received by me from "t·J estern Kentucky
University and I must say that it makes me very
happy . I did not have an opportunity to attend
the ceremonies that day, but the brochure makes
me feel a1lnost as war m as I would have felt had
I been there .
Nothing I could say would add to the fine tributes
deservedly expressed to you and to Jrour fine son .
The spirit exhibited by both of you exemplifies
the spirit of Western .
Western has had some outstanding leadership in
the past , and I would like to take this oppor tunity to express my appreciation to you for
your part in it . Your devotion to mankind and
your fine Christian influence will be felt on
"The Hill" for years to come . I am glad the
11 Powers That Be" chose this method of honoring
y ou .
Thank you for being the kind of citizen and
educator you are .

BOWLING GREEN BANKAND TRUST COMPA1TY
MEMBER F E D ERAL D EPOS I T IN S URANCE C OR P ORATION

BOV.TL JNG GR EEN,

KY.

ROLAND FITCH

October 16 , 1967

P R ES .I DEN T

President Kelly Thompson
Weste rn Kentucky Uni ve rsity
Bowling Green , Kentucky 421 0 1
D e a r K e ll y:
A s I sat in the crowd at the beautiful luncheon on
Saturday , I thought back to tw e lve y ears ago when so many of us
inte rested in W e ste rn and you personally w e re so anxiousl y hop eing
for your a p pointme nt as p r e sident. How wis e were those whose
perogati ve it was to make the decision is now evident. Industry ,
busine ss and life come s and goes and under your wonderful leaders h ip W e stern continues to grow a nd grow even more than our wildest
wishes could hav e h o p e d for. Words are so inad e quate to express our
deep ap p reciation for the wond e rful job you and Sarah have done for
our community, our state and nation through Western with the fine
lead e rshi p and ad v ancement you ha v e made in this short p eriod of
twelve years.
I take a gr e at deal of p ride in the wond e rful leadership you have gi ve n our uni versity and the ad vancement you ha ve made
in such a short s p an of y e ars . It is a credit to y ou and Sarah and I am
sur e no one e ls e cou ld ha ve m ad e su c h a wonderful record .
We are all back of y ou and e x t e nd to y ou our sinc e re
cong ratulations and best wishe s .
Sincerely ,

Roland Fitc h
Pr es ident
RF: vw c
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49&8 Newhaven Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee
October 17 , 1967
vr . Dero u . Downing
Office of Business Affairs
Western Kentucky University
Howling ureen, Kentucky
Dear Dr . Downing:
This note does not require a reply . I merely wish
to express to you and others concerned my de e p appreciation
for your courtesies and hospitality in connection with
the dedicatory program on last Saturday, and may I add
that Mrs . Grise and J e rry Wade join me in this expression.
I graduated from Western forty ~rears ago and I
have always been interested in the story of We stern and
its progress a long all lines , but I can sar with even more
pride than h eretofore that I ' m glad to be called a " son "
of Weste r n . 'l 'he occasion of Octob e r 14, 1967 heightened
my appreciations and gratitude .
'l 'hrough all my twenty five years as a college professor
I have not witnessed a program for any oc'casion that was
better planned and exe cuted than wer e the commemo·ration and
dedication cer emonies of We stern Kentucky University on
the date noted abov e. It was an inspiration to me and no
d oubt it was so with all who attended . Western really does
hav e a spirit that is different .
As for my distinguished brother .lf'inl ey , I ' m sure that
the occasion of th e dedication add ed to his wealth of golden
memorie s an inspiring•and sustaining influence which will be
with him as long as lif e shall last .

::3 .

W. Gris e

u
BOWLING GREEN -WARREN couNrv
!5!50 EAST TENTH STREET

POST OFFICE

BOX

!51

CHAMBER of COMMERCE
BOWLING GREEN , KENTUCKY 42101

INC.

!502-843-4393

H . H . HUFFMAN
EXECUTIVE V I CE PRES I DENT

October 23

9

1967

Dr. Kelly Thompson 9 President
Western Kentucky University
College Heights
Bowling Green, Kentucky
42 10 1
Dear Kelly:

(

On behalf of Mr. and Mrs. John M. Milliken, myself and
Mrs. Huffman, I would like to convey to you and Western
Kentucky University our appreciation for your gracious
invitation to Western's Day of Commemoration and Dedication, October 14.
The luncheon and ceremonies were enjoyable and most
impressive of Western.
Needless to say 9 the victory of
the Hilltoppers over Tennessee Tech added the final note
to the day.
Thanks again, Kelly, and never hesitate to call upon this
organization when we can be of service.

HHH:ac
cc:

Mr. John M. Milliken
Dean Robert G. Cochran

OFFICERS
EDWARD

A.

ZIMMER , JR ., CHAIRMAN

RALPH T . SPEARS,
W .

W .

R. MCNEILL, SUPERINTENDENT

BOWLING

GREEN ,

KENTUCKY

42101

SECRETARY

R . MCNEILL, SECRETARY

MRS . YVONNE

WEAVER , TREASURER

October 18, 1967

Dr. Kelly Thompson, President
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Greeri, Kentucky
Dear Dr. Thompson:
Elizabeth and I extend our warmest congratulations to
you and all of your associates at Western Kentucky University
for an outstanding d ay of Dedication and Commemoration on
Saturday , Octobei 14, 1967.
We are deeply indebted to you for your thoughtfulness in
including us in y our plans for this Dedication. Elizabeth and
I enjoy e d eveiy minute of it. The lucheon was very delicious.
The speeches of dedication weie simply tremendous.
I know you
were proud of each and eveiy member of your staff who participated
in the ~any programs and, oh yei, I guess you are proud of the
Hilltoppers for the way they annihilated Tennessee ~ech.
May I at this time, express my appreciation to you for the
tickets for the football games for the 1967-68 season and please
excuse my tardiness in directing this thank you note to you for
these tickets.
Everything moved off so smoothly at your various programs
throughout the day, but I am quite sure that things would not
have moved quite so unless many people had worked diligentl y
toward the planning for this series of meetings.
I am referring
to your various committees under the direction of Bob Cochran
and t he planning committeesincluding your Vice-President's and
others.
May we wish for you and ever y one at Westein the greatest
success possible in the future. The tremendous strides forward
you have made in the p ast few years are simply amazing.
Best wishes and kindest personal regards.
Yours very sincerely, ~

(]j/ t€ Yr);~
W. R. McNeill, Superintendent
Bowling Green City Schools
WRM:pm
CC:

Mr. Robert Cockran
Dean of Public Affairs

(

October 17, 1967

Dear Kelly a.nd Sa.rah,
Just a. note to express how much we appreciated
being a. pa.rt of the Dedication a.nd Commemoration a.t
Western la.st Saturday, October 14th.
It wa.s a. beautiful
day for a. grand a.nd glorious occasion, that will long be
remembered in our hea.rts. Everyone wa.s very kind a.nd
courteous to us. We certainly feel a.s you do, that there
could be no finer tribute pa.id to Hardin than the beautiful
Pla.neta.rium named for him. We a.re a.11 very proud of Western
a.nd its growth.

(

Mother a.nd Daddy express their regret in not being
able to be present Saturday, but the business kept Da.ddy
from attending. He would have really enjoyed it. Mother
wa.s planning to be with us, but Saturday she wa.s feeling
so badly with a. terrible cough, that I think it wa.s better
that she didn't. Wish it would have been possible for us to
stay over with Lillian, Ca.rolyn a.nd the rest, so we could
have ma.de a. complete tour of the campus. Also, would love
to tour your beautiful home.
Again, many thanks for inviting us to be a. pa.rt of
the wonderful ceremony a.nd luncheon a.nd the a.nniversa.ry
of your 12 yea.rs a.s President.
Love a.nd best wishes,
your niece

~ ~ ~

P.

s.

A~0 ~

Kelly, if you happen to have a. couple of extra.
Program books, would you send them to me. The
fellows a.t the office wanted to have one for the
nice picture on the inside cover naming the
buildings. Thanks.

'
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CATTI E LOU MILLER, Commissioner
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Dr. E. Kelly Thompson, President
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky
Dear Kelly:
Never was the "Life" more meaningful and the "Spirit greater
on the Hill than it was last Saturday.

(

Congratulations to you, and all who really made it a truly great
day for Western.
Joyce and Susan join me with kindest personal regards and all
good wishes to you, Sara and the Western family.
Sincerely,

ms /ds

l

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

Department of Elem e ntary Education

October 18, 1967

Mr. Dero Downing
Vice President for Administrative Affairs
and Dean of Business Affairs
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky
Dear Dean Downing:

I think you know that my pride in Western is a constant
thing; but it seldom reaches the point that I experienced
Saturday in our program of Commemoration and Dedication.
(

You and all members of the committee and members of
the staff who did the many little things to make it a
complete day deserve the heartfelt congratulations of all
of us who are or have been associated with Western.

I have
persons and
only a high
outstanding

had occasion to discuss the day with many
without exception, they regarded it as not
point in the life of Western, but also as an
example of Western's capabilities.

Cordially,

Sleamaker, Acting Head
Department of Elementary Education
Ro L o

RLS

cc:

:cw
President Kelly Thompson
Dean Tate C. Page
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MRS . EARL THOMPSON
63 □ 2

SHEILA ROAD

DRS. MEACHAM, COBB AND CAPPS

NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY

(
WILL IAM F. MEACHAM, M. D.
CULLY A. COBB, JR.,M. D.

VAN OERBI LT HOSPITAL

JOE M. CAPPS, M. D .

NASHVILLE, TENN . 37203

October 18, 1967

Dr. Kelly Thompson
College Heights
Bowling Green, Kentucky
Dear Kelly:
It is truly a privilege to have a friend who has
contributed so much to the present and future generations. It was a pleasure to see you on television
the other night and to learn that one of the buildings
was dedicated to Hardin.
May God bless you in the continuance of your great
work .
Sincerely,

PaµofLL(Mrs.) Randle Uden
RU/s
Enclosure

Oakland, Kentucky.
October 14-I 967,

Doctor Kelly Thompson ,
\fostern Kentucky University ,
Bowling Green , Kentucky .
y Dear Friend :Just a line to express to yeu our joy
in attending the ten A. M. program today at the University,
I picked Mr . Joe Kimb r ough, and my brother Heber, up this
morning in my car and we went early and got a wonderful
view of the hill and the many wonderful buildings there.
Your friendship and that of Dr. Grise, as well as many
more who have 'passed on and those who are still there and
active , well all in all , it does something to us when we
do have a chance to look in on the wonderful things you,
your coworkers and the force behind all of you, ar e doing.
e are indeed proud and want you to know our feelings
now, may the good work go on and with you and your fine
groupe, we are sure it will .
Brother and Mr . Kimbrough, Join me in this expressi on,
we do not have the words to fully express our sincere
feelings and appreciation.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

~~pnrlttttnt of ~mttafion
FRANKFORT 40601

October 24, 1967

Dr. Kelly Thompson, President
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101
Dear Dr. Thompson:
It was with regret that I could not attend the Day
of Commemoration and Dedication at Western Kentucky
University on October 14. I have so informed your CoChairmen, Dr . Cravens and Dr. Downing of my regrets
in not being able to attend this splendid occasion.
(

Over the years I have watched with great pride
the leadership which you have exerted at Western Kentucky
University. You and all of your fine staff at the University
are to be commended upon the great contribution that you
have made to the cause of education throughout the Commonwealth.
Sincerely,

.
Frank H. V1ttetow
Assistant Superintendent
State and Federal Relations

~,.....,.~

FHV/mfl

(

MADISONVILLE HOSPITA L

ASH LAND HOSPIT AL

LOUISVILLF. HOSPITAL

LONDON HOSPITAL

PARIS HOSPITAL

GLASGOW HOSPITA L

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

STATE TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAL
DISTRICT SIX , GLASGOW, KENTUCKY

42141

October 6, 1967

Mr . Dero G. Downing, Co-Chairman

Commemoration and Dedication Committee
Western State University
Bowling Green, Kentucky
Dear Dero :
It is with deep regret that Dorothy and I will be unable to attend
the Comm.em.oration and Dedication ceremonies at Western University
on October 14. We are leaving Sunday for a two weeks vacation
in Canada and a visit to the Expo . Thanks for the invitation.
I am very fond of severaJ. of the persons who are to have buildings
named in their honor, namely, Dr . Kelly Thompson, Lawrence W.
Wetherby, H. Bemis Lawrence and Max B. Harlin, aJ.l of whom I have
known many years . Please convey my congratulations and kindest
personal regards to each of them as well as others to be honored
on ·this occasion.

srjtiL
Malcolm H. Black
Administrator
MHB/bhm

fl. ~

EDWARD T. BREATHITT

CARL CABE

GOVERNOR

COMMISSIONER

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
FRANKFORT. KY.

9101

40601

October 13, 1967

Mr. Dero G. Downing, Co-Chairman
Commemoration and Dedication Committee
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101
Dear Mr. Downing:
It is regrettable that an unusually heavy
schedule prevented my attending the Day of Commemoration and Dedication at Western Kentucky University .
I kept trying to rearrange my schedule for October 14
so that I might at least attend a portion of the day 1 s
activities, but the original commitments were not
easily altered.
It is my sincerest wish that additional
facilities be made available to one of the State 1 s
outstanding Universities. May construction in that
area continue to boom!
Sincerely yours,

6uLCI~
Carl Cabe
Commissioner

WESTERN

KENTUCKY

B O WLIN G

UNIVERS I T Y

GREEN , KEN T U C KY
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October 6, 1967

Mr. Raymond L. Cravens
Commemot'atiam and Dedication
Committee
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101
Dear Mr. Cravens:
I have your letter of September 28 in which you extend to
me an invitation to he present on your campus on October
14 for the dedication of nine new facilities on your campus .
(

I greatJy: appreciate your invitation and wish very much
that I could be present but I find that my work will not
permit me to att~nd 0 Although, I am interested in all the
new facilities I am especially interested in the Margie
Helm Library and the Hardin Planetarium . I wish to congratul a te you on the progress b eing made at Western Kentucky
University .
Sincerely yours ,

:J ')r .
M M~
Leo{T . Crismon
A

LTC/mnh

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
RESEARCH D MSION
BLACKSBURG, V IRGINIA

24061
October 9, 1967

DIPAI.TMIHT OF PLANT PATHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY

Mr. Lee Robertson
Alumni and Placement Director
Weste r n Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101
Dear Lee:
Re fe rence is made to the annoµncement concerning the coimnemoration and dedication
act i vities to be he ld at Western, October 14.
cannot be present for the dedication.

It is with ext reme regret that I

The se buil dings, I am sure, will be another

monumental step in Western's progressive history.

They will provide greater opp-

ortunities for young men and women to separate tr u th from fiction and to gain an
ins ight of what is beyond the horizon.
It i s truly inspiring to be an alumnus of a frie nd l y , progressive, and student
oriented university.
With best regards to Western and those individuals invo lved in its progress.

~ ~ l ~ o urs , (/

~~-aJe_f___/
Charles R. Drake
Associate Professor of
Plant Pathology
ca
c c:

Dr.Kelly Thompson

Virginia'• Land-Grant Uni11er1it11

"HE

PROFITS

WH O

MOST

SERVES BEST"

ROT ARY CLUB OF GREENSBURG
GREENSBURG, KY.

October

5, 1967

Dean Raymond L. Cravel}.S
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101
Dear Dean Cravens,

I wish to congratulate Western Kentucky University on it's
(

Day of Commemoration and Dedication.

I have always been interested in your excel.lent University and it's growth. I would
like very much to be present on that date, but Green County is
celebrating it's 175th Anniversary.

Please extend my congratulations to the fine administration
at the Western Kentucky University.

~1::; /t::.,,j.
John H. Ewing, Jr.
Secretary
JHE:al

Oldest Courthouse West
of Alleghenies.
Built 1786

First Woman To Have
Successful

Ovariotomy

Lived In Green Cou nty.

EELLARMINE
2000

COLLEGE

NORRIS

LO U ISVILLE, KENT UC KY

PLACE

4 0 205

October 1o, 19 6 7

OFFICE o, THE PREs ,o ENT

President Kelly Thompson
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentu cky 42101
'

Dear Kelly:
I received with great pleasure the invitation
to the Day of Commemoration and Dedication at Western
Kentucky University . It represents a magnifi c ent accomplishment, and I do wish to extend to you and to all of your
colleagues at Western my warmest congratulations.
To my great regret I will not have the pleasure
of being on hand fo r the occasion, since I am leaving for
New York today to be gone for the better part of two weeks.
I will be with you i n spirit and I wish in particular to offer
my congratulations to you upon the new Kelly Thompson
Complex for Science. This represents a permanent and most
fitting memorial to the inspired leadership which you have
given at Western Kentucky these many years.
Keep Bellarmine on your visiting list when
you are in Louis ville.
With all best personal wishes to you and
Mrs. Thompson, I am
Very sincerely,

R

Horrigan

~
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KENTUCKY HOME LIFE BUILDING · LOUISVILLE 4 0202

KENTUC K Y O FFI CES
LOUISVILLE

GORDON FORD, CPA
JAMES C. WARREN, CPA
MARVIN H. WARREN, CPA
WALLACE WALLEN, CPA
LYMAN H. EVERLY, CPA

HOWARD M. JONES, CPA
J. 0. BOSWELL, CPA
HAROLD B . LINDSAY. CPA
SAM W. LYVERS£. CPA
C. CRAIG BRADLEY, CPA
JOHN M . NICHOLS. CPA
KARL J. LINK, CPA
CORNELIUS F. ARNOLD. CPA
CHARLES £ . COYLE, CPA
JAMES M . RATCLIFFE. CPA
RICHARD A. DEN TINGER , CPA
JOEL F. DEMING, CPA
RONALD W. ABRAMS, CPA
WILLIAM J. WILSON , CPA
DONALD C. KELLY. CPA

JAMES C. POLLARD. CPA
J.P. FRANK. CPA
CARL F. POLLARO, CPA

LEXINGTON
OWENSBORO

GLASGOW

WILLIAM A. NEVIUS, CPA
MICHAEL £. HENDRIX, CPA
RICHARD £. WEAFER, CPA
WILLIAM T. BOLING, CPA
GEORGE P. FRITZ. CPA

JAMES D. GA TES. CPA
DONALD 5. MAJOR, CPA
CHARLES A. MAYS, CPA
JAMES W.LYNCH. CPA
JOHN R. LIVESAY, CPA
JERRY L. HARRIS, CPA
PETER C. KAUFMAN, CPA
DAVID A. YORK. CPA
WILLIAM L. JOHNSON. CPA
GERALD L. G ILLIS. CPA
SAM STRADER, CPA

SOMERSET

ASSOCIA TED OFFICES
IN P R I N CIPAL CITIES OF
THE UNITED STATE S AND CANADA

October 11 , 1967

Dr . Kelly Th ompson
President
Western Kentucky Un iversity
Bowling Green, Kentucky ~2101
Dear Ke 11 y,
October 14th will be a day long remembered in the history
of Western and I regret that I wil l be unable to be among those
present .
The improvements that have taken pl ace during your
administration are so tremendous that I suspect that sometimes
even you pinch yourself to be sure that you are awake and not
dreaming .
The results speak for themselves and ar e proof of your
accomplishments . May I say thanks and that due to your hard work,
I am pleased to tell people that I 'm a graduate of Western .
Ma,y y o u be b 1e s s e d w i th go od he a 1 th and the opp o r tun i t y
to spend many more years developin g our school.
S incerely yours ,

James C. Wa,r ren
ay

THE TIMES - ARGUS, Octobe r 26, 196 7

Western Dedicates

Nine Buildings
On October 14

NEW DORMITORY, a prominent addition to the campus master plan, this
attractive nine-story building will accommodate 440 students when occupied
in the fall of 1968. Of modern brick construction, it is located adjacent to
another new dormitory and near Bemis Lawrence and Barnes-Campbell halls.
These buildings combine to form a major housing complex on the southern
end of the campus.

ACADEMIC-ATHLETIC BUILDING NO. 2 - L. T. SMITH
STADIUM continuing the concept of combining academic
and athletic facil ities; this magnificent building which
will be ready for occupancy in September, 1968, will have

Bowling Green - Students.
faculty, staff, alumni and
friends of Western Kentucky
University should be pardoned if they were caught looking in two different directions
at the same time on Oct. 14.
That date was declared "A
Day of Commemoration and
Dedication" at the university
and prompted both a glance
back at Western's rich heritage and a review of a promising future .
The occasion marked the
dedication of nine buildings
erected recently on the Western campus, as well as an oppoi tun ity for recognition and
appreciation for the 11 persons for ~ horn the structures
are named - persons who
have made significant contributions to the development of
the university.
T h e s e honorees include
prominent figures in ed ucati'on, government and business
from throughout the commonwealth.
Dr. Kelly Thompson is cur·
rently serving as Western's
third president, a position he
has held since 1955. Hardin
Planetarium, connected to the
Kelly Thompson Complex for
Science, is named for ~he late
Hardin Cherry Thompson,

12 class rooms, 24 offices for faculty and staff members,
dressing rooms fo r athletic teams, and equipment area .
It will contain the L. T. Smith Stadium which will have a
seating capacity of more than 20,000.

,

ACADEMIC COMPLEX scheduled for completion in J an•
ua ry, 1969, the Academic Complex will be another major
step in the development of facilities to accommodate ex•
pandi ng academic prcgrams and increas-ed enrollments.

It will house the Department of Nursing, the Department
of Home Economics, a student hospital, and the educa•
tional television studios.

located at the intersection of t he University Boulevard and U. S. Highway 68, this bea tiful
bui lding will house 418 students. Scheduled for occu•
pancy in the fall of 1968, it is designed to have a seven-

story section connected to a four-story section by an at•
tractive and functional two-story glass enclosed lobby
area and offices.

FINLEY C. GRI SE HALL accommodates the depart ents .
and offices of the Bowling Green College of Commerce
and a portion of the departments and offices of the
College of Education. This five-story building may be
entered on t hree levels and is arranged in three dis•
tinct areas - a classroom - laboratory wing, an office
wing, and an auditorium-lecture extension. Occupied in
the spring of 1966, its facilities :nclude 65 classrooms and
laboratories of various sizes, 159 offices for the faculty
a nd staff, an auditorium seating 450 persons, and a fac-

ulty and staff lounge. On the third, fourth, and fifth
floors are the College of Commerce departments of Gov·
ernment, Sociology, Economics, Business Administration,
Office Administration, t he Office of Research and Serv•
ices, and the Tax Research Center. The first and second
floors house the College of Education departments of
Secondary Education, Elementary Education, Psychology,
the offices of School Administration Programs, Counselor
Education, Educational Research, the Educational Materials Center, and the Audio-Visual Services Center.

I,

RODES-HARLIN HALL is named in honor of two distinguished Bowling Green citizens and former members
of the Western Board of Regents, Judge John B. Rodes
and Mr. Max B. Harlin. This stately structure is the most
recently built residence hall for women. Located on the
Russellville Road adjoining the Kentucky Building grounds
the hall completes a trio of women's r esidence halls constructed in his area during the past four years. The three

halls provide housi ng for 1,036 women. The beauti ful and
functional residence ha ll was occupied
inI Septe mber, 1966.
.
Fully air-conditioned, the nine-story Rodes-Harlin Hall
houses. 400 women. It contains a spacipus lobby and re•
cepfion area, two self-ser vice elevatorJ, and apartments
for a director and an assistant director. Each room is ade·
qoately equipped for two students.
I

-.--· .

.l

OCCUPI ED IN SEPTEMBER, 1967, the Lawrence W.
Wetherby Administration Building contains ov r 54,000
square feet of floor space, provid ing for present and pro•
jected space requirements of the University adrninistra•
t ion. This four-story building has 69 offices, work rooms,
and confere nce rooms arranged to accommodate the of•
f ices cf the president, the vice-presidents, academic af•

fairs, the gra duate school, undergraduate instruction, reg•
istrar, admissions, public affairs and public relations,
student affa irs, business affairs, and the computer cen•
t er. Spacious lobbies and support facilities enhance the
functionally· designed offices and other administrative
areas.

W
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By R. A. D.

Saturday Western Kentucky University at Bowling Green paid tribute to 11 educational leaders from
various sedions of the state who
have contributed so much of their
lives toward the improvement of
educational faciliti es on the Western
and Ogden hilltops in Bowling Green,
wher e so many young ladies and
young men have so many times received an inspiration from "College
Heights, on Hill-Top Fair, with beauty all thine own, lovely jewel far
more rare than graces any throne."
Certainly at both Western and
Ogden, idealism and pragmatism
were the basic factors of the instructional phases of the institutions
und er the profici ent leadership of
such men as Dr. William Pearce, Dr.
Edg~rton, and Cl:arles E. Whittle at
Ogd ~n College, and Dr. H. H. Cherry,
Dr. Garrett, and Dr. Kelly Thompson
at Western University.
•
Pearce, Whittle, and Edgerton were 1
presidents of Ogden College, estab- :
lished by Major Robert W. Ogden, i
who provided in his will that a '
school be erected in Bowling Green
for either boys or girls. The trus- '
tees named to complete the wishes
ot Major Ogden decided to establish
a high school and college for boys.
A number of Edmonson boys attended Ogd en by gaining special permis~io_n from the Ogden Board of Regents. Among these were Charles E.
Whittle, Trenton Meredith, V. R.
Logan, T. H. Demunbrum, Rex Logan, this writer, and others. After
his graduation from Ogden College
and Yale University, Charles E.
Whittle then became president of his
Alma Mater, Ogden College, to be at
that tim e the youngest college president in America.
The Honorable John B. Rodes,
without doubt the most distinguished
jurist in the State of Kentucky, was
a graduate of Ogden College, and later served as a regent of Ogden
College from 1898 until 1955; he also
served as a member of Western's
Board of Regents until 1948. In 1955
Judge Rodes was named Kentucky's
.,.
Outstanding Circuit Judge. Later he
also received the Silver Keystone
Award from the National Boys' Clubs
of America for outstanding service in
establishing the Bowling Green Boys'
Club. One of the nine new buildings
dedicated last Saturday is named
Rodes-Harlin Hall in honor of the
jurist and of Max B. Harlin, another
Bowling Green attorney, who also
served as a member of the Western
Board of Regents.
tAnoth~r of the new Western structures honors Dr. Finley C. Grise and
Miss Margie Helm. Dr. Grise, a Logan County lad, for many years
taught Latin at Western and then for
many years prior to his retirement
served as dean of the college. Dr.
Grise retired in 1959 after servnig as
dean under all three of Western's
presidents, Dr. Cherry, Dr. Garr,ett,
and Kelly Thompson. Miss !Helm
started in the Western Library in 1920
and served until 1965. Only a short
tim e before her retirement, Miss
Helm was nam ed "Outstanding College Librarian for Kentucky."
A few of the old Ogden graduates
were present last Saturday at the
commemoration and dedication program , and we walked around on the
Ogden Campus just as we did a halfcentury ago when "Doc', :Pearce
sat in his little office in the front of
the two-story brick building, even
before Snell Hall was constructed to
provide more classroom. Among the
Ogden alumni on the old Ogden earnpus Saturday, was Herman Lowe,
perhaps the best artist ver produced
in Bowling Green. We
ed out the
same old sidewalk to
hole in the
rock wall on State Street, where so
many of us would loiter around between classes and during before- 1
school hours. We looked for the old 1
horse and buggy lot, where boys 1 .
would keep their horses and buggies
during the school hours, and where
the boys would congregate to eat ,
their noonday lunches. But the horse ·
~n
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Nashville's O ldest N ewspaper--Founded April 10, 1876
E. B. Stahlman, Pubhsher, 1885-19Ja
James G. Stahlman, President and Publlsher
E. B. Stahlman Jr., Exec. Vice --President and Co-Publ1sher
Charles Moss, Vice-President and Executive Ed1t"r
Fred Russell, Vice-President
Alvand C. Dunkleber er, Editor
Glenn E. Martz, tlssoci•t~ Editor
R obe rt E . Finley S~cr~t•r,

CO GRATULATIONS, WKU

TO \YESTERN K TUCKY UNIVERSITY at Bowlmg Green-to President Kelly Thompson faculty and student body-a big Tennessee salute for
the ma~or ~ccompl_ishment celebrated Saturday with
the_~f:d1rabon of ~me great nE:w buildings. They are
~ac1hhes ~f value m an expandmg program of service
m education.
The strength of an institution shows in the facts
or growth, and WKU is growing. With the start of
the 1967-68 fall emester, the enrollment stood at
l ~,000-plus-a gain of 16.5 per cent in a year.
mce Dr. Thompson assumed the top administrative post in 1955, almost 7,000 student have been
added.

. T~at i~ phenomenal in itself-a credit to those
my~stmg time, effort, skills, and money in materiahzmg the program discerned as a matter of need
by the vision of able leadership.
. The developments thus recognized do not occur
Just spontaneously-they require careful planning,
and th~ support _that can translate plans into reality.
~ssentlal to their success is the investment of milh~ns of dollars-not. simp~y _to ornament a campus
with ~ew and attractive bmldmgs, but to design these
selectively for maximum value in terms of usefulness.
Western Kentucky Uni\"er ity is a valued unit
!n t~e ~tat~•s school. sy tern, a shining light among
Its mstitutlons of higher learning. Possessed of a
notable past in that particular, it i a sured of an
even brighter future with these added resourresmeasuring to the facts of a spectacular growth.
To all _who have had a part in fulfillment of this
long-standmg dream, heartiest congratulations.

tAnoth:)r of the new Western structures honors Dr. Finley C. Grise and
Miss Margie Helm. Dr. Grise, a Logan County lad, for many years
taught Latin at Western and then for
many years prior to his retirement
served as dean of the college. Dr.
Grise retired in 1959 after servnig as
dean under all three of Western's
presidents, Dr. Cherry, Dr. Garrett,
and Kelly Thompson. Miss !Helm
started in the Western Library in 1920
and served until 1965. Only a short
tim e before her retirement, Miss
Helm was named "Outstanding College Librarian for Kentucky."
A few of the old Ogden graduates
were present last Saturday at the
commemoration and dedication program, and we walked around on the
Ogd en Campus just as w.e did a halfcentury ago when "Doc', :Pearce
sat in his little office in the front of
the two-story brick building, even
before Snell Hall was constructed to
provide more classroom. Among the
Ogden alumni on the old Ogden -campus Saturday, was Herman Lowe,
perhaps the best artist ver produced
in Bowling Green. We
ed out the
same old sidewalk to thlr hole in the
rock wall on State Street, where so
many of us would loiter around between classes and during beforeschool hours. We looked for the old
horse and buggy lot, where boys
would keep their horses and buggies
during the school hours, and where
the boys would congregate to eat
their noonday lunches. But the horse
lot was gone. It has been made into
a car-parking lot.
The old Ogden building has been
torn away, and in its place a new
Science Complex has been constructed and named in honor of Kelly
Thompson, Western's present progressive president. Douglas Keen,
Scottsville, now a member of Westem's Board of Regents, was another
Ogden Alumnus, who reminded us
that
OtM-Ddaah:f'
e
on the coraer of Chfabilt
14th
streets is still standing. Far years
Major Obenchain, who fought under
Robert E. Lee during the Civil War,
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(CefttlnuN frOffl ,... 1M)

of Ogden College.
Close by the Kelly Thompson
Science Complex is a new plane~arium named th'? Hardin ·P lanetarium
te honor Hanlin Cherry Thompson,
the son of Ptesident Kelly
-,.0~'lbe president's son was named ir.

- - IHla!'f IIINbl CllNn'r, Welt•
em', first pre1ldent, Bardin Cherrt
Thompson a ~Dior at Western, died
in 1963 after a serious illness of five
years. He had often typified the
" Spirit of the Hill" so well known
' by the thousands of students who a~tended "College Heights." Before his
Jeath be was named to Who's Who
n •A merican Colleges and Univer-

Eli z abethtown New s , 10 - 1 7-6 7

S. C. Barnes Ho1nored

TH.! ..PAllK CITY CAILY N■WS , l o~ln1 Ore1n, Kr.
SU e DA-Y, OCTOIIEII 15, 1967

t Western University
S . C. :r::1rnes of E\:zabethtown
was of eleven perscms .honored at
"A Day of Commemoration and
Dedication" Saturday at Western
State University fn Bowling Green.
Earnes-Campbell Hall, a nine
story structure, named for him and
Donald A. Campbell of Lebanon

.
I

provides a housin 6 crmplex for
m:m.
Barnes and Campbell are former
members of the Board of Regents
of the University. Mr. Barnes, appoinl-ed by Governor Lawrence W .
Weth erby, sened from 1955 - 1958.

I

Program Ls Given

The program Saturday in:luded
an address by Governor Edward T .
Breathitt.
Sketr...h of Mr. Barnes included
on a printed program said:
"Mr. I:arnes has long been active
in civic affairs. He is past president
of the Elizabethtown Rotary Club
and of th-e Elizab-ethtown Chamber
of Commel'ce. In 1951 he was elected president of th e Kentucky
Chamber of Commerc-e. He has
been a state director of the National Association of I nsurance Agents
and served as pr-esidcnt of the
Kentucky Association of Insurance
Agents."
Attends Cerem ony

S. C. BARNES

AU-ending the cer-emony at Bowl;ng Green Saturday were Mrs.
Barnes, Mr. and Mrs. A. 0 . Inman,
M,!·s. Doris Glas,,::ock, M.rs. Harry
Irwin, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Richardson and Mr. and Mrs. B. G.
Oswlcy.

WKU COMMEMORATION-Western President Kell y Thompson, left, t alks with Gov.
Edwa rd T. Breathitt during · a " Day of Com •
memorati on and Dedication'' Satu rday at

( Daily News Photo )
the University . Nine new buildi ngs were
ded icated in cerem onies attended by a bout
500 st ate and un iversity officials.

0 FF ICIALS AT WESTERN DEDICA TION--Western President Dr. Kelly Thompson and Kentucky
Governor Edward Breathitt march in an academic procession during ceremonies of dedication
and comemoration at Bowling Green Saturday. Breathitt was the key speaker as several new
Western facilities were dedicated and Thompson and ten others were honored.
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Dollar Bu· ings Dedicate To Educatio

SSROOM BUILD ING S AN D DORMI TORIES dedicated Saturday
Uni versi ty represent a n investment of more than $10 million. The
e accents straight vertical lines and often utilizes entrances of
several I els to take adva ntage of sloping landscape. The buildings - the
Kelly Tho pson Complex for Science, top left, and the Wetherby Administration Building, below center, were opened this fall. Twin dormitories for

T

(DAILY NEWS PHOTOS BY R. D. FIRKINS)

men- Barns-Campbell and Bemis Lawrence Halls, above - were opened last
fa ll. The Margi Helm Library, converted from the "old red barn" gymnasium,
was t e first of the nine buildings completed and opened in September, 1965.
The Finley C. Grise Hall, below left, represents the second largest expenditure and provides classrooms and offices for the Colleges of Education a nd
Commerce.
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Nine WKU
Buildings
Dedicated
The governor and s t a t e
officials, university
adminism:-ators and f a c u 1 t y
members, s t u d e n t s and
townspeople joined Saturday to
dedicate nine buildings a t
Western and honor 11 persons
for w:1.0m they are named.

0

l 1· . . e

_

Conti1~ued from page 1

and ~frs. Thompson who died
during his senior year at
We.stern .
The buildings d e d i c a t e d ,
reoresenting an investment of
m;re than $10 million, have
b en complet. ·' in a two • yea-r
span.
Classroom structures a re
Grise Hall, a five - story
bu'lding which is lhe permanen~
home of the College o r
Commerce and t e m p o r a r Y
a arters for the College of
E d u c a t i o n ; the Taylor
Agricullu al Center on the
Nashville Road university farm;
t'.1e Thompson Complex ~or
Science and the H a r d 1 n
Planet;rium completed this fall.
Also dedicated were th e
Margie Helm Library, once the
home of Hilltoppcr basketball;
the Wetherby Administration
Building and three dormitor· es
- Bar;es . Campbeli, Bemis
Lawrence ·and Rodes • Har in
Halls.

• * *
Gov'. Edward T. Breathitt,
addressing 500 at a luncheon at

the StudeQt Center, noted
a c co mp 1 is h m en ts of his
administralion in p r o v i d i n g
funds for education. He said:
"These structures are the
principal result of an enormous
e x p e n d i t u r e on capital
development at Western ..•
The figure exceeds $24.,7 million.
State support to the operating
budget has increased by 55 per
cent without any increase in
st-ate tax rates since the sales
tax was passed in 1960."
Breathitt said the
expenditures were p o s s i b 1 e
because of a voted bond issue
approved in 1965
Dr. Harry Sparks, state Supt.
of Public Instruction a n d
chairman of the Board of
Regents, presented W e s t e r n
president Kelly Thompson a
Tesolution approved by the
board c o m m e n d i n g the
president for :Us leadership.
Tuesday marks the 1 2 t h
anniversary of Thompson's
presidency.
The College Heights
Foundation awarded engraved
silver bowls to these who were
honored:
Dr. Finley C. Grise, dean of

the college emeritus; Miss
Margie Helm, director of library I
services, emeritus; former Gov.
Lawrence W. Wetherby.
H. Berni a en , eridan
C. Barnes, Don A. Campbell,
former Warren Circuit Judge
John B. Rhodes, all former
members of the Board of
Regents, and Thompson.
Also honored were the late
Max B. Harlin, a former regent ;
the late Charles L. Taylor,
former head of t:1e agriculture
department, and the late Hardin
C Thompson, son of President

During the morning ceremony

WESTERN PRESIDENT Kelly Thompson,
left, accepts congratulations from Herbert
Smith, acting regent of the Ogden College
estate. Thompson was one of 11 educators

(Daily News Photo)
honored Saturdaf. Nine new buildings named
for them were dedicated. A new science com•
plex opened this fall bears Thompson's
name.

on the lawn of three Russellville
\ Road women's dorms, f cu1ty
and staff members noted he
contribt tions of the hcnorees.
Sparks, Alumni Ass-ciation
president Dr. Burton H~ley,
Associated Students pr esident
William Menser and Dr. Donald
Bailey, a faculty member,
spoke.

Associated Prass

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY President Kelly Thompson, left, accepted congratulations from Herbert J. Smith, acting
regent of the Ogden College estate, during the dedication of nine
new buildings at Western yesterday.

9 New Buildings

Western Dedication ls
Campus' 'Day in Sun'
By ED RYAN
Courier-Journal Staff Writer

dent of Western for the past 12 years,
and his wife, it was a day of memories.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.-It was billed
as "a day of commemoration and dedication" at Western Kentucky University
yesterday, but it could have been called
"Western's day in the sun."
A brilliant autumn sun shone on a
colorful outdoor campus ceremony which
marked the dedication of nine buildings
which have been erected on the Western
campus since January, 1965.
On a palm-decked platform, eleven
persons for thorn the new nine buildings
are named were recognized for their
contributions to the university.
Gov. Edward T. Breathitt joined others
at a luncheon in praising Western and
its president, Dr. Kelly Thompson.
"You have a spirit and a dedication
to greatness here, President Thompson,
that far outweighs and outshines even
these magnificent new buildings we dedicate today," Breathitt said before an
audience in it.he ballroom of the Student
Center.
For Dr. Thompson, who has been presi-

Mrs. Thompson received a silver bowl
and a banner in honor of their late
son, Hardin Cherry Thompson, for whom
the new Hardin Planetarium is named.
The young Thompson died several years
ago while a senior at Western.
Prior to the ceremony, the Western
Board of Regents met and passed a
resolution commending Thompson for his
achievements during his 12 years as
president. A special copy of the resolution was presented to Thompson at the
luncheon.
Thompson was one of the 11 persons
recognized at the dedication. A $2.5 million science complex, ju t completed,
bears his name. Attached by a walkway
to the science building is the planetarium.
Also honored were:
Former Gov. Lawrence Wetherby, for
which a new administration building is
named; Dr. Finley Grise, retired
Western Dean (Grise Hall, a classroom
building); Miss Margie Helm, retired
director of library services (Margie Helm
Library); Bemis Lawrence, Jefferson
County Commissioner (Bemis Lawrence
Hall, a 9-story men's dorm); Sherida11
C. Barnes, a Stephensburg insurance
executive, and Don A. Campbell, Lebanon businessman (Barnes - Campbell
Hall, another 9-story men's dorm); John
B. Rodes, former Bowling Green judge,
\
and the late Max B. Harlin, Bowling
..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Green attorney (Rodes-Harlan Hall, a
9-story women's dorm) and the late
Charles L. Taylor, former head of the
W es tern Agricultural Department
(Charles L. Taylor Agricultural Center).
Mrs. Elizabeth Carroll of Bowling
Green represented Rodes, her father,
at the ceremony; Mrs. Maxey B. Harlin
accepted the recognition for her late
father, and Mrs. Charles L. Taylor was
on the platform for her late husband.
Expenditure Defended

Breathitt in his luncheon address said
"These structures are the principal result
of an enormous expenditure on capital
development at Western during the years
I have served as governor. The figure
exceeds $24,700,000."
The governor chided critics who
"recite statistics about state indebtedness.
"They ignore the fact that the voters
approved this program for capital investment in 1965 by an overwhelming
majority." He was referring to a vote
approval of a state bond issue.
Breathitt explained that "we have invested the money we borrowed and by
doing so we have increased the shared
wealth of Kentuckians . . . Unlike the
rate of interest on the borrowed funds,
the rate of return on our investment
will grow many times over."
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Multiple Ribbon Cutting
THEY'VE BEEN so busy opening new
buildings at Western Kentucky University the last couple of years to take
care of the exploding enrollment-an
increase of 1,300 this year alone to
a total of 10,100-that there really hasn't
been time for frills and formalities.
For instance, as of now nine new
buildings never have been dedicated.
Although the construction boom hasn't
slowed down-four major structures
presently are under way-Western officials will take off long enough today
for a mass dedication of the nine buildings that have been slighted.
This may be the first time college
buildings have been dedicated by the
gross in Kentucky, but in this case it
was a matter of necessity rather than
an effort to establish a "first." Something
all-inclusive had to be done or President
Kelly Thompson might never have caught
up on his ribbon cutting and I-nowdeclare-this- building-open speeches.

Five Ope ned Last Year
Five of the buildings, all of them
named for individuals who have been
or still are active in school affairs, were
completed in 1966, while the paint barely
has dried on the walls of the others.
Opened last year was the Margie Helm
Bemis Lawrence Hall, left, and Barnes-Campbell Hall, dormitories
Library, which is the remodeled old
for men, are among nine buildings to be dedicated today at b urgeonWestern fieldhouse ; Bemis Lawrence,
ing W estern Kentucky University. Still more buildings are in process.
Barnes-Campbell and Rodes-Harlin Halls,
all three nine-story dormitories, and
Finley C. Grise Hall, an academic
and have 12 classrooms and 26 offices
building.
beneath it, and two new dormitories
Newer still is the Charles L. Taylor ($2.8 million cost) for about 800 men.
Agriculture Center, the Lawrence W.
Wetherby Administration Building, the
Kelly Thompson Science Complex, and
Hardin Planetarium. The planetarium is
named for Hardin Cherry Thompson,
the son of Dr. and Mrs. Thompson,
who died in 1964 during his senior year
at Western.
Today's program will start at 8 a.m.
when the new buildings are opened for
inspection. The formal ceremony will
start at 10, followed by the WesternTennessee Tech football game at 2 and
open house again from 4 to 5:30.
Visitors to the campus will be able
to see that another mass dedication will
have to be held in a year or so. In
various stages of completion · are a $2. 7
million academic cluster, a $2.7 million
football stadium that will seat 16,400
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Western by Night ...

Hilltop Highlight- Campus Commellloration
A review of a well-endowed past and a glance at a promising future is offered today to students, faculty, staff,
alumni and friends of Western.
"A Day of Commemoration and Dedication" marks the
dedication of nine buildings erected on campus in recent
years and recognition of the 11 persons for whom the
stTuetures are named.

Honorees during the formal program at. 10 a.m. at the
main entrance of Rodes-Harlin hall include prominent
figures in education, government and business from throughout the state.
Gov. Edward T. Breathitt addresses a noon luncheon
in Garrett student Center honoring the special guests.
The Ohio Vally Conference football game between the
Hilltoppers and Tennessee Tech is scheduled at 2 p.m.
and the nine buildings are open to visitors between 8
and 9 a.m. and again between 4 and 5:30 p.m.
The persons to be honored for their contributions to
the University are:
Dr. Finley C. Grise and Miss Margie Helm, both still
residing in Bowling Green, and the late Charles L. Taylor. Dr. Grise joined the Western faculty in 1913 and was
dean of the college from 1927 until his retirement in
1959. Miss Helm became a faculty member in 1920 and was

director of library services from 1956 until retirement
in 1965. Taylor joined the faculty in 1923 and retired
in 1959 as head of the Department of Agriculture.
Lawrence W. Wetherby, Frankfort, a former governor
of Kentucky (1950-55), has supported the state's higher
education program in many ways.
Bemis Lawrence, Louisville attorney and a commissioner
of Jefferson County Fiscal Court; Sheridan C. Barnes,
Stephensburg insurance executive; Don A. Campbell, Lebanon business and civic leader; Judge John B. Rodes,
Bowling Green, one of the South's most noted jurists;
and the late Max B. Harlin, a distinguished Bowling Green
attorney. All are former members of Western's Board
of Regents.
Dr. Kelly Thompson, currently serving as Western's
third president, a position he has held since 1955. Hardin
Planetarium, connected to ths Kelly Thompson Complex
for Science, is named for the late Hardin Cherry Thompson, Dr. and Mrs. Thompson's son who died in 1963
during his senior year at Western.
The buildings to be dedicated, all completed within
the past two years, include:
FINLEY C. GRISE HALL, a five-story classroom build-

ing currently containing the Bowling Green College of · Commerce, the departments of elementary and secondary
education and the Department of Psychology.
MARGIE HELM LIBRARY, houses facilities for the
university's main library.
LAWRENCE W. WETHERBY ADMINISTRATION BUILD-ING, a four-story, 54,000-square foot structure provides
present and projected space requirements for the university administration.
BEMIS LAWRENCE HALL, a nine-story dormitory for
392 men.
BARNES-CAMPBELL HALL, another nine-story dormitory for 392 men.
RODES-HARLIN HALL, a nine-story dormitory for 400
women.
CHARLES L. TAYLOR AGRICULTURAL CENTER, located on the Western farm and containing facilities for
laboratory classes and livestock shows.
HARDIN PLANETARIUM, one of the largest facilities
of its kind in the southeastern United states.
KELLY THOMPSON COMPLEX FOR SCIENCE, containing laboratories, classrooms and offices for the Departments of Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Mathematics.

.......

... and by Day

THE BOARD OF REGENTS, rfHE PRESIDENT
THE FACULTY AND STAFF
and

THE STUDENT BODY

of
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Proudly Announce

A DA Y OF COMMEMORATION
AND DEDICA TION
Saturday, October 14, 1967
I

HO NOREES

· Build ings To Be Dedicated

Dr. Finley C. Grise

Finley C. Grise Hall

Miss Margie Helm

Margie Helm Library

Mr. Lawrence W. Wetherby

Lawrence W. Wetherby
Administration Building

Mr. H. Bemis Lawrence

Bemis Lawrence Hall

Mr. Sheridan C. Barnes

Barnes-Campbell Hall

Mr. Don A. Campbell
Rodes- Harlin Ha ll

Judge John B. Rodes
Mr. Max B. Harlin
represented by Mr. Maxey B. Harlin

Mr. Charles L. Taylor
represented by Mrs. Charles L. Taylor

Mr. Hardin Cherry Thompson

Charles L. Taylor
Agricultural Center
Hard in Planetarium

represented by Mrs. Kelly Thompson

Dr. Kelly Thompson

Kelly Thompson
Complex for Science

THE DAY'S ACTIVITI ES INCLUDE
All Times Are Central Sta ndard

8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m . - Open House a t All Buildings to be Dedicated
10:00 a.m. - - --- Ceremony of Commemoration and Dedication
Lawn of Rodes-Harlin, State, a nd Te rrace Halls
tin case of inclement weather, the 10 :00 a .m. program will be held in the E. A. D idd le Arena

4:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. ------- OPEN HOUSE IN ALL BUILDINGS

The Public Is Cordially Invited

Park City Daily News,

Goven

01·

Oct ober 13, 1967

es ern

To Speak At Luncheon

gs A We
To
Western University Saturday
dedicates nine buildings costing
a total of $10 million and honors
educators for whom th e
structures were named.
* ~' *
,Gov. Edward T. Breathitt will

Continued from pag

e
-The Lawrence W. Wetherby
A d m in i s tr a t i o n Building
completed this fall at a cost of
just ov·er $1 million · and
consolidating offices for all
administrative functions.
- Bemis
Lawrence
and
Barnes-Campbell Halls, ninestory twin dormitories housing
392 men each and completed
last fall at a cost of $1,331,605
each.
-Rodes-Harlin Hall, a ninestory dormitory for 4.00 women
completed in September, 1966 t
a cost of $1.2 million. .
- The Charles L. Taylor
Ag:ricul~ur,al Cente~ at t (1 e
university s Nashville Ro ad
farm co.nstructed for $90,000 and
opened m January, 1965.
-And the ~<elly Thomps~n
Complex. for Sc1enr.e and ~ardin
Planetarmm opened this f~

address a noon luncheon for
Ispecial guests at the Student
Center and other state officials
are expected to a tend.
ppl"oximately 1 ooo a r e
expected at t:1e 10 a.{n, p ·ogram
on the lawn at State Terrace
and Rodes-Harlin Hah on the
Russellville Road. The buildings
to be dedicated are:
-Finley c. Gris·e Hall, a fivestory
structure
with
65
classrooms and laboratories, 159
tea ch er s ,
offices,
and
auditoriums or the Colleges of
Education and c O m m er c e ,
completed in March, 1966 at a
cost of $1,639,302.
I
-The Margie Helm Library,
converted from a gym'nasium at
a c9st of $1,053,215 and occupied
[.in S~ptember, 1%5.

and housing 4.9 laboratories, 23
c 1 a s s r o o m s , a lecture
auditorium, offices, a science
library and a rooftop
observatory. Construction costs
totaled $2.4. million.

* "' "

.

The buildings are named for

Dr. F. C. Grise, dean emeritus;
Miss Margie Helm, retired
director of library services;
Judge John B. Rodes, Lawrence
W. Wetherby, Bemis Lawrence,
Sheridan C. Barnes and Don
Campbell, former members of
the board of. regents, the late
Max B. Harlm, also a form er
regent; the late Chades I.;.
Ta)'.lor, furmer head .of the
agnculture depa!tment , Kelly
Th?mp~on, president of t:~e
urnvers1ty, and the late H~rdm
Tho1:1pson, son of the president
Continued on page 3, c lumn 7

and his wife.
Faculty m em b e I." s and
program participants escorted
by the ROTC color guard will
form a procession to the stage
where university officials and
students will speak. '
Dedication addresses will be
given by Dr. Harry Sparks,
state Supt. of P ublic Instruction
'representing the board of
regents; Dr . W. Burton Haley,
president of · the Al u m n i
Association; D1;. Donald W.
Bailey, representing the faculty ,
and William E . M e n s e r , '
president of Asso c iated .
Students.
;.
. T·he buildings will open to
guests from 8 to 9 a.m. and
J:om 4 to 5:30 p.m.
Dedication activities end with
the Western versus Tennessee
Tech football game at 2 p.m.

1·

T H E 150-SEAT Hardin Planetarium at Western Kentucky University will be dedicated, along with eight other buildings, in a special
program Saturday.

Shakespeare's Phrase
Warnis Poetic Hearts,
Leaves Scientists Cold
By ED RYAN
Courler-J o urn ■ I

Stiff Writer

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - "But I am
constant as the Northern Star, of whose
true-fix'd and resting quality there is
no fellow in the firmament."
Shakespeare's words of some 400 years
ago might touch poetic hearts, but scientifically speaking, the English bard may
have had stars in his eyes.
H. Rich Calvird, of Western Kentucky
University's physics department, explains: "The North Star is not fixed."
He points out that the Egyptians thought
the star T.ruban was a fixed or "pole
star" when the pyramids were under
construction thousands of years ago .
The Egyptians were wrong, too, said
Calvird, who is director of Western's
new planetarium. He will be using the
Shakespeare slip-up as part of planned
lectures to arts-and-science classes.
Free for School Groups

"This is just one of the many uses
of the planetarium," according to Calvird who came to Western a year ago
fro~ a post as planetarium director at
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Beginning Oct. 30, the planetarium
will be open to school groups and clubs
for twice-a-day free shows and lectures.
On weekends, the public can pay a small
fee to attend the lectures.
The stars and planets will be projected
on the planetarium's 40-foot-diameter
aluminum hemispherical screen. Calvird
said it is the largest planetarium screen
"within a 500-mile radius." The University of Louisville planetarium, using
virtually the same projection equipment,
has a 24-foot-diameter screen.
Wes,tern's structure is called Hardin
Planetarium, after university president
Kelly Thompson's son, Hardin, who died
several years ago while a Western
student.
The planetarium, considered a part
of the new $2.5 million Kelly Thompson
science complex, is one of nine buildings
to be dedicated Saturday at Western.
A major function of the planetarium,
Catvird said, is its use in conjunction
with beginning courses in physics, astronomy and earth science. And it also

E QU IPM ENT at the new Hardin
Planetariu m projects the stars
and planets on a 40-foot diameter
hemispherical ceiling.

can be utilized in such diverse subjects
as literature and Greek mythology.
Recording equipment in the planetarium will enable Calvird to use appropriate background music for various
demonstrations and lectures.
"I'm looking for recordings of Bach
and Beethoven for mood music," he
commented. Carols will be used at the
Christmas programs when there will be
"scientific and spiritual discussions" of
the "Star of Bethlehem."
The planetarium will be able to r eproduce, among other things:
The orbi~il motion of rthe earth
around the sun, a total of 2,400 stars,
and phases of the moon, motions of
five planets, artificial satellites and their
paths, meteors, comets and sunrises and
sunsets.
In his first lectures and demonstrations, Calvird plans to use the planetarium equipment to take spectators
"from Bowling Green to the North Pole
back to the equator," showing the po ition of the stars at each position.
Obsenatory Atop Building

Related to the planetarium is a new
observatory on top of the four-story
Thompson Science Building. Th e observatory will house a 12½-1nch reflector-type
telescope for use by university scientists,
students and visitors. The telescope,
when not in use, is covered by an 18-footdiameter fibreglass dome.
Calvird hopes to do astro-photography
and studies in the light intensity of
stars at the observatory.
In the circular lobby of the planetarium, astronomical displays will be
shown .
Cost of the planetarium equipment
is estimated at $50,000.
The cost is justified, Calvird believes,
for several reasons :
,,, "The greatest contribution of the
planetarium will be to elementary and
secondary education" in the surrounding
South-Central Kentucky and Northern
Tennessee area, he said. Grade- and
high-school students will be able to attend the demonstrations at no cost.
,,, "We're in the Space Age ... but in
this day of urbanization we don't look
at the sky anymore."

Planetarium One Of Nine Western
Structures Set For D.e dication
Would you like to see a study of the sky in the
gr:aphic demonstration of the p 1 a n e t a r i u m . Additional
lreasons for the seasons of the planetarium programs will be
year?
available to supplement the
Or the origin and motion of study of various courses in the
comets and meteors?
arts !Ind sciences.
\
* * * .
Special programs will be
Or
a f u IIy
illustrated provided for elementary and
discussion of how the. sky mi~ht secondary students of both
have looked on the rught Chnst public and private schools of the
was born?
area. Public lectures will be
These are only a few of the provided for the community _ at
virtually unlimited educational _ large.
e:icperien?~~ available through While the p 1 g n e t ,a r i u m
the . fac1ht1~s ~f W e s t e ~ n projects the night sky, one of
Un 1 v er s I t Y s H a r d 1 n nature's most interestinit and
1Planetarium.
wondrous phenomena, ;n an
A part of the new _Kelly enclosed dome, it is actually an
Thompson Complex for Science, improvement on nature in
completed
this hll,
th e several ways.
planetarium is one of the largest
,.. • •
a?d mos_t mo~ern facilities of its It permits the presentation of
kmd. It 1s designed to promote a the night sky during d•aylight
better u?derstanding of the _sky hours. The sky c!ln b e
by meeting the needs of various illustrated as it appears at any
groups _of people from the time of day or night, for any
surroundmg a~ea ~s well as time in the past or future, from
those of the umvers1ty.
any point on earth and from
W e st er n s tu de n _t s ~ f m !lny points in space.
:1stronomy ,and geo - physics will The motions of the earth
devote considerable time to the planets and other celesti,ai
bodies can be accelerated; time
c'ln be compressed so that
phenomena which take centuries
can be repr-esented w i t h i n
minutes to make possible the
understanding of events in the
sky that otherwise would never
be observed.
The planetarium in c l u d e s
projection devices that are
helpful tools necessary to relate
'lStronomy to other subjects
such as mathematics a n d
geography.
The pI,anetarium is linked to
the central wing of the Kelly
Thompson Complex for Science
by a covered walkway. Seventy
- two feet in diameter and 44
feet high, the Planetarium seats
approximately 200 spectators in
upholstered seats arranged in
concentric circles with radial
':lisles. It contains a projection
hemisphere room, d i s p 1 a y
galleries and offices.
Named in honor of the late
Hardin Thompson, son of
Western
president
K e 11 y
Thompson and Mrs. Thompson,
the planetarium is one of nine
structures, including the science
complex itself, which will be
dedicated Oct. 14. The date has
been design'lted as a "Day of
Commemoration and
Dedication" on the campus.

I

!

*

The

other

lj(
*
facilities

to

be

dedioated, all completed since
January, 1965, include Finley C.
Grise Hall, a c 1 a s s r o o m

building; M!irgie Helm Library;
Bemis Lawrence and Barnes Campbell ·halls, two dormitories
for men; Rodes - Harlin Hall, a
women's residence hall, and
Charles L. Taylor Agricultunl
Center.
.
The programs and ceremorues
,planned for Oc~. ~ 4. also will
honor the 11 md1V1duals for
whom these structures are
named, all of whom have
contributed to the progress of
Western.
-------

Nine western Buildille
To Be Dedicated Oct. 14

4

tembe~ ~

Students, faculty, s t a ff ,
· alumni and friends of Western
University should be pardoned if
ithey are caught looking in two
different directions at t:1e same
time on Oct. 14.

of Kentucky (1950 - 55) who structure providing present and
supported the state's higher projected space requirements
education program in many for the University administraways.
tion;
I
Bemis Lawrence, Louisville Bemis Lawrence Hall, a nine
attorney and a commissioner of story dormitory for 392 men.
* * *
Jefferson County Fiscal Court; Barnes - Campbell H a 11 ,
That date has been declared S h e r i d a n C . B a r n e s , another nipe - story dormitory
"A Day of Commemoration and Stephensburg
ins u r a n c e for 392 men.
Dedication" at the university executive; Don A. Campbell, Rodes - Harlin Hall, a nine and will prompt both a glance Lebanon busi!:!ess and civic story dormitory for 400 women.
back at Western's past and a leader; John B. Rodes, city, Charles L. Taylor Agricultural
review of bhe future.
former Warren Circuit Judge, Center, located on the Western
The occasion will mark the and the late Max B. Harlin farm, containing facilities for
dedication of nine buildings Bowling Green attorney, are all laboratory classes and livestock
erected recently, as wen as an former members of Western's shows.
opportunity for recogtl,ition and Board of Regents.
Hardin Planetarium, one of
appreciation for t'.le 11 persons
* * •
the largest facilities of its kind
for whom the structures are Kelly Thompson is currently in fae Southeastern United
named - persons whQ have serving as Western's third States.
made significant contri\;mtions president, a position he has held ~elly Thompson Complex for
ifx> the development of the since 1955. Hardin Planetarium, Science, containing a multitude
university.
connected to t:Je K e 11 y of laboratories, classrooms and
These :ionorees i n c I utI e Thompson Complex for Science, offices for the departments of
prominent figures in education, ls named for the late Hardin physics, chemistry, biology and
government and business from Cherry Thompson, Dr. and Mrs. mathematics.
throughout the commoil!Wealth. Thompson's son who died in 1963
* • •.
Dr.. Finley C. Grise and Miss during his senior year at Plans for Oct, 1~ 1nclud~ ~pen
Margie Helm, both still residing Western.
house at the rune buildings
dn Bowling Green, and the late T:1e buildings to be dedicated, between 8 and 9 a.m. and
C:tru-les L. Taylor are former all completed within. ,the »ast bebween 4 and 5:30 pm.
Western faculty members. Grise o year.s, include:
A
forma!
program
of
joined the facul ty in 1913 and Finley C. Grise Hall, a five- ~mmemo~ation and dedication
was dean of the college from story classroom bu i Id in g will be .1eld at the. main
19Z7 until his retirement in 1959. currently containing the Bowl- entrance of Rodes - Harlin Hall
Miss Helm became a Western ing Green College of Commerce, at lO . a.m. ~ov. Edward T.
faculty member in 1920 and was the department of elementary Brea thi tt ~ · ad<I:ess
a
director of library services from and secondary education and !uncheon hononng special guest
195~ until 1965, • _when she ,the department of psych~logy. m the Paul L. Garrett Student
retired . Taylor JOIDed the Margie Helm Library, houses Center at_ noon.
faculty Ill 1923 and retired in facilities for fue main university An Ohio Valley Conference
1959, as head of t:1e Department library.
football game between Western
of Agriculture.
Lawrence w . we t herb y and
Tennes?ee
Tech
is
LawrencE: W. Wetherby, Administration Building, four scheduled on t.,e campus at 1:30
Frankfor~ JS a former governor story, 54,000 - square foot p.m. - ---=--=-

